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f Register, Est. May, AO.
iltandard, Zit. altpM .YADUCAH, KY.. THURSDAY MORNING MAY.10, 1906.
• ENGLAND WILE BE
READY FOR
  W14.11• s,,7uihT 
• IF W TURKISH pa:::::
NOT GIVE IN VERY
PROMPVLY.' • •
PREPARED FOR SERIOUS CONFLICT
Reinforcernantt and Moboligation of
English Troops Already Cost
$1,350,000.
y----
London, May 9.—While the foreign
office is cohvinced that Turkey, will
finally yield in the Turko-Egyptian
frontier quarrel, Pee government is
preparing for a aerious conflict. The
reinforcement and moholisation of
of the British Sy/vs in norther"
Egypt has already cost, Easoseoo ($1.-
250.000), and 1.,,q4 .romer's plans
will speedily infrOlie 1ht amount to
Lt.000,000 ($5.Ooo,004. The exttremc
millitary weakntsp g tiAerypt in the
face of a determined' rkish atstacle
decessitatea rapid and expensive
measures for defense., , I
Ambassadir CI:Cwor's rspnrte tell
of unusual, moteiWent, .oP Turkish
troops in varibus. parts' of the empiri,
and indicate. that tharpan-Slavic ag
tation i ssystematic and vehement.
The arabassa&P/Silt not venture the
°pixie!. that (his -artrest 'presages ah
Islamic war op she ,chtistian powers,
bat he point* (int 'that the 'Turks are
imprecedentealiy similieb and insolent.
and that safety liss.oply ir. prepared-
ness for qv genergetky.
Germaissegi.Okial repudiation of
the TsrldifirdObit of view was re-
ceived with deep satisfaction in the
house oj commons !ant night, al-
thoight was generally asserted ;n
the lobbies,. that Berlin's good will
had enconra*ed the sultan in a gen-
eral way until he took up a position
that was glaringly untenable. Even
members on the front ministerial
bench in the house alleged that the
Turko-Egyptian frontier dispute re-
sulted from Germany's efforts to
weaken British diplomacy during the
Moroccan struggle These efforts,
'however. far-minded Brittons admit,
the kaiser had the right to do
This view of the situation arose
from Foreign Minister Grey's dis-
closure of the fact that Turkish ag-




EARLY BREAK UP AND LARG-
EST. EVER SEEK COMING
DOWN.
New York. May n—Ind,icating an
early break-up of the northern ice
fields, huge icebergs were seen by
officers of the Burn Line, Greenock,
ScoUland. which docked yesterday.
The ship came from Cordill, England,
over a rote abot tso miles north of
t.
the mail boat trtga,. generally taken
at this seasPh. R. "W. Forbes
said: "At noon, *sic, A.,/ saw a haat
iceberg than a . scsesside, 'about five
Ode. It looked alVeut gighty yards
long. No sooner Oa ,g;affeok the
iceberg tha na Picinidw,about five




de and 48 .0d 4 minutes
west lonelltudee -
"I have seen hundleda of icebergs.
but never anythinftate this last one.
le was at least -efbartere Of a
mile lonf 'and 1 e tan..too feet
Within an hour after we had
passe the ietihrg We ran into a
'heavy fog, which lasted the rest of
the voyage. It is evident there is
an early spring byenirt lip tile
ice fields."
ORFsAT LOSS OF
LIFE • .11/41 )• 'CHINA
Washington, Mite' State
department Tuesdlest2!teteived the
following cablegram from the Amer-
ican Consul at I4ankau, China: "Im-
mense flood in i Province.
Great loss of life perty. All
foreigners safe."
A
• EIGHT INCHErott artroity.
FALLS IN ilifINICOSISIN
Plainfield, Wis., May 9:—A furious
May snow-storm pr4filleeltetitit Ven-
tral Wisconsin' INfondiy - WI1tt and
yesterday. equaling i winter titrfrm.
Eircht inches of attoskfsB.
LAD SUES 'FATHER EARLY CONFLICT Now
FOR TAKING SEEMS INEVITABLE
WIFE
CARL POAT SUED HIS OWN
FATHER, AND HIS WIFE'S
FATHER FOR DAMAGES
ALEXANDER SUIT CONTINUED
Rudolph Streit Gets Another Judg-
ment Against City—Underwood
Case Continued.
The cases coming up for trial to-
day are as follows: Carl Poat vs
Anthony Poet and Squire Yunk.ers;
J. P. Thornton vs Paducah Traction
company; Jessie Wicks vs City of
Paducah; William Powley vs Padu-
cah Copperage company.
The suit of lioat is quite sensa-
tional. Carl Peat married the daugh-
ter of Justice Yuniaers of the St.
John section of the county.
He claims that his father, Anthony
Poat, and the girl's father, Justice
Yunkers, forcibly took her away
from him and will not let them re-
side together, therefore he sues 'his
own father, and his father-in-law for
$io,000 damages.
J. P. Thornton claims he was in-
jured by the street car company's car





Harrison streets. In the center of
the block where her property lies is
a large gulley in which water stands
the year round, green scam accum-
mutating on top of it. She sues the
city for several thousand dollars dam-
ages on the ground that the stagnant
water and pond injures the health of
herself and family, and reduces the
value of her property.
William Powley formerly worked
for the cooperage company in Me-
chanicsburg, and one day while work-
ing around lie machines, a small
piece of wood flew in his eye and
destroyed the sight. He claims the
machines were defective and the com-
pany to blame fq; the accident. He
wants $5.000.
The suit of Edward Alexander. ad-
ministrator, against the street rail-
way company was set for trial today
but cont;nued until the next term ef
court yesterday by agreement oj, the
attorneys. Alexander is a policeman
and sues because his little girl got
might underneath a passing car
while running across the street in
front of their home on South Sixth
street. The little one died of the
injuries.
Yesterday's Business.
The jury gave judgment in favor of
the plaintiff for $50 in the suit of
Rudolph -------------5.,.St   City c,f
OLD FEELING OF MISTRUST REVIVED IN RUSSIA BY UNEX-
PECTED PROMULGATION OF OBNOXIOUS_ FUNDAMENTA,T.
LAW IN A SLIGHTLY MODIVIEIIIIRSIRDL--LIBERALS DUMt-
FOUNDED, AS THEY HAD SEMI-OPMIAL .. ASSURANCES
TO CONTRARY—ASTOUNDING AC If CAP POLICE—DISPERS1.1
MEETING OF MEMBERS OF NEWSOM...MEN?._
St Petersburg, :tray se—The danger
of an early conflict between the gov-
ernment and parliment has been
greatly increased by what has hap-
pened within the last 24 hours.
The good impression produced by the
official intimation of the new premier
that the emperor and the government
were sincerely desirous of workings in
harmony with parliament, which was
accepted in good faith by the leaders
of the Constitutional Democrats, en-
abling them to counsel moderation,
has largely been dissipated and in its
place the old feeling of distrust has,
been revived.
Without Warning.
Without any warning the building
was surrounded by the Ismailovsy
Guard regiment and a detachment of
calvary and a hundred, policemen
marched into the hall where Count
Heydon, a marshal of the nobility,
and a member of the parliament for
St. Petersburg was presiding, and or-
dered the meeting to disperse under
instructions from the chief of police.
In spite of vigorous protests that the
meeting was entirely legal under the
regulations governing the society the
members of parliament were compel-
led to yield to force and left the hall.
M. Roditchef, a member of parlia-
ment for St. Petersburg. hurried after
midnight to the hall where the Con-
stitutional Democrats were hiding
their convention and announced to
the members there assembled the ac-
tion taken by the police.
Scene of Fury.
An indescribable scene qf fury fol-
lowed after which M. Roelitcheff, in
a speech which was cheered to the
echo, declared that the government's
appeal for confidence hikd again Seen
false and that the people must rely
upon themselves. It was decided that
one of the first, things after the as-
sembling of parliament shall be a
demand for the dismissal of the chief
of police.
As these incidents were not suf-,
that the central committee
party immediately framed a
titni on the subiect.
Tremendous Uproar.
There was a tremendous uproar
when Prof. Milnkoff intraticed the
subject He said. "We had reasons
tn believe that the mad folly of the
Witte government in trying to force
the emperor to sign the odious funda-
mental law after a storm of indig-
nation had been aroused throughout
the country by the publication of the
draft measure had been definitely
abandoned. But we now learn, like
thieves in the night, the bureaucrats
have executed this damnable con-
apiraeg. against the people. The best
parts of the fundamental law as is-
sued are worse than the warst parts
of any Eurnpean constitution.
"I asked the convention to adopt a
moderate attitude, but now we have
the, right to be radical. We must
intlediately answer the challenge."
BOARD OF WORKS WANTS NEW LAWS
TO GOVERN CONTRACTORS' USE
OF THE PUBLIC STREETS
The Probabilities are that before
long ordinances. and new laws will
Paducah. The sewer 
pipe the eitvi be enacted by the city legislators, as
" maintains under the public street near pertains to contractors constructing
Streidt's Mechaniciburg property arel new buildings utilizing the public
'streets and sidewalks, as yesterday.so small they will not carry away the
'rater,and it accummulates and backs afternoon the proposition was
over his land which is damaged. T his brought before the board of public.
is the second judgment he has gottan,rorks at their meeting, at which
against the city for this, while num- time they talked over the matter and
erous other suits have been instituted ssill goon forward a recommendation
against the municipality on 'this basis.'to the legislative department that
There is now on trial the suit of more rigid laws be adopted in this
Theodore R. Treondle and company' lespect.
against II. Miller Cunningham for' The ordinance and laws under
money claimed due on account 
,
these matters are now gov
defendant. The evidence is all in i erned, were enacted years ago when
and the jury has the suit. this city was only about one halfFormer Sheriff Potter filed an an-
swer and garnishment in the suit ofsits 
present size, therefore as the
ni
R. A. Nicks against A. N. 
Robineonsmuc pality has' grown, new ordin-
wherein Hicks  wes Robinson for ances arc desired to keep apace withe
money claimed m hi tut n'imerciat progres; s respect.dim
At present when a contractor is
erecting a new building he has the
right to utilize about all of the side-
walk fronting the site whereon the
structure goes, while he also has the
right to use a.'certain number of feet
sut in the street. On the walk and
street he piles the material neces-
saty for construction of the building
and many times they completely
block the passageways to penes-
trains who have to walk clear over
cu the other side of tlte street be-
'fore they can get by. Now the
probabilities. are the new laws will
not let them use any of the sidewalk.
and only a few feet on one side of
the street, as that it‘ ample room for
them because when the building
founslation and iv elks are once up
the stkterial can has. stored inside.
, From -every Sectioti can be heard
complaints about contractors block,
ing the way of the people and relief
along this line will be appreciated,
so state the officials.
The board of work% decided to
recommend to the legislative powers
that another important ordinance be
An answer was filed in the suit of
Heyman vs Heyman wherein a suit
for settlement of the setate of Rosa
Illeyman is instituted.
The $25,000 damage suit of Felix
G. Rudolph. aelministrator of Pink
iinderwood against the Illionois Cen
till railroad was continued until, the
neat_ term of null. Underwod was
injured near Henning station, Tenn.,
and did. He was a firema on the
reload. The case has been to the
court of appeals twice, once in test-
ing as to who should be administrator
of the ealtate, and time other in teeb.
ing whether the state cnurt or United
States tribunal should try the titian-
tine. it was transferred from the
cirucuit court to federal court but the
appellate bench decided the U. S.
bench had nothing to do with it,




Russia. May 0—Gen. Count
Alexii Pivolich Ighatieff. former
governor of Kieff. was assassinated
here Tuesday.
..•••
brosght in for adoption, i. e., one
govprning the erection of poles and
cad wires by the telephone,
aph and street railway people.
Engineer Washington re-
• to the board that the water
company was not putting the public
streets back in good condition after
the company employes finish ex-
cavating for the 'laying of mains.
Fie also reported that the company
was not getting permits from the
engineer entitling them to dig up
the Streets, as is prescribed by ..law
whi* compels anyone excavating
the streets or alleys to get these
neceasary permits first. The board
instructed the company to abide by
the laws, or they will be forced to.
The company was. further dirrc.ted to
replace in proper condition the
excavated —lila"
at Fifth and Jefferson streets.
The city solicitor reported to the.
board that yesterday in the circuit
court Rudolph Streit got judgmen.
for $5o against the minicipality, be-
cause the drain pipes in. the South
end of mechanicSburg art so small
they do not carry away the surface
rainwater, which backs over an.'
damages Streits peoperty. The board
decided to do nathing'in the prem-
ises as the question of laying larger
mains and other feature, connected
with this case are in hands Of the
legislative boards.
Some weeks ago Hendrick, Miller
& Marble looked up the law and
gave their opinion that the board of
..orks elected the marketmaster,
wharlmaster and other officials in
charge of departments under control
of the board. This opinion was
passed up to the legislative atithor-
hies in order that they could see
they were usurping the board of
storks - prerogative when the former
selected these officials. The' alder-
ove
tele
ficient to excite-fhe members of parli-
ament he local authorities with a
famine. genius for blundering inflam-
ed- the working classes yesterday.
4Vithout warning the ordered many
Without warning they ordered many
cave the city. They were not even
given time to remove their families.
The matter was brought to the at-
tention of 132 peasant workmen mem-
bers of parliament who denounced it
as an attempt o nthe part of the gov-
ernment to bring about a strike on
the eve of the assembling of parli-
ament for the purpose of provoking
a struggle and- under cover of the dis-
order te dissolve parliament.
The members of the Constitutional
nemocratic convention, when they
re-assembled Tuesday, were very
much excited over the issue of funda-
mental law and the dispersal of the
meeting of the members of parliament.
Monday night, and it required all the
influence of the leaders to restrain
them from 'doing something desper-





REM AINE7.7. C.7 ATE 11
EXI-OSti,D WARD w wen',
FUMIGATED.
THERE IS NO DANGER OF SPREAD
Railroad Engineers Start Their Bien
nial International Gathering at
Memphis Yesterday.
Yesterday morning it developed
that a white male patient of the Illi-
nois 'Central railroad hospital had
smallpox, and he was quickly ushered
into the pest house and detention
ward maintained at the institution on
West Broadway. He had been con-
fined in the general ward with about
twenty other sick people since the
first of this week,, and when the small
pOX devtloped yesterday and he was
removedeso the general ward the other
inmates were put through o thorough
fumigation with strong disfectants
In order to prevent the possibility of
others contracting the disease. The
resolu-;case is not a malignant one and Chief
Surgeon Murrell does not think any
serious results will occur to those ex-
posed to 'the sick man for the short
space of time.
Engineers International
The international Engineers As-
sociation has opened at Memphis,
from which the following dispatch
was received from there last night
by The Regiater:
The Seventh biennial convention of
;the International Brotherhood of En-
gineers met here today in the Grand
Opera House. The sessions of the
canvenfon will extend through a
series of four weeks and many im-
portant patters will 'be disposed of.
The city is decorated] in honor of the
s,000 delegates and visitors.
Today's session was called to order
by Grand Chief Engineer W. S. Stone
and was largely preliminary. After a
brief address, Mt. Stone appointed a
commOtee on credentials, with in-
structions to report at the morning
session. tomorrow.
This afternoon a public reception
was tendered the visitors, at which
addresses of welcome were delivered
by Gov. John T. Cox on behalf of the
statte and Mayor James IL .Malone
for the city of Memphis. Other
speakers on the programme were
Stuyvesant Fish of New York, Presi-
dent of the Illinois Central railroad]
A'. J. Davidson of St. Louis, president
of the St. Louis and San Francisco
railroad; George E. Evans of Louis-
ville, vice-president of the Louisville
& Nashville railroad. and J. T. Hara-
han. vice-president of the Illinois
Central railroad.
The Ladies? Auxiliary to the Broth-
erhood of Locomotive Engineers met
in Hebrew Hall. Mrs. A. W. Mur-
dock of Chicago. the president, ap-
pninteZ a credentials committee and
adjournment was taken until tomor-
row.
Many entertainments have been
provided for the visitors, among them
tieing excursions to Mlammotb Cave,
Ky., Hot Springs, Ark., and trips on
the river.
UNJUST SUSPICION.
Expert Says Quinine, But No
phtne irtina in Stomach.
.The analysis of the stomach of Je-
mima McChesney, colored, who died
here two months ago at her home
on Eigth and Washington strcts was
received from Louisville yesterday.
The report of the analytical examina-
tion states that no poison whatever
was found' in the. stomach., but that
quinine was discovered. This exon-
erates, the Iverson and Wallace drug
firm of .- teevnth and Washington
streets, the drug firm which was
wrongfully accused. It shows they
are unnsually careful in preparing
their prescriptions.
The coroner's jury did not finish its
inquest, waiting for the analysis in
order to sec'what caused death. Now
the jurors reconvene this evening at
the office of Justice -Charles Emery.
en in
(Continued on Page Five.)
Untie Fatally Injured.
Supt. Samuel J. Billington, of the
county schools, yesterday received a
telegram annelaincitig that fatal In-
/pries had been sustained by his
urtle, Mr. C. S. Jackson of Fredonia,
Caldwell county, who was run over
by a wagon.
VOL 23, NO. 7 




aLliat FOR THE LOSSES
AT 'FRISCO.
RISKS WILL ADVANCE 25 PERCENT
Report That Flat Advance of so Per
Cent. Is Being Considered for
Western States and Kentucky
Chicago, May 9.—The Tribune to-
day says:
Fire insurance rates in Chicago on
all less desirable risks will be ad-
vanced 25 per cent. or more to re-
imburse companies that have suff-
ered loss in the San Francisco fire.
This action practically was decided
on yesterday at a meeting of twenty
western managers in thc rooms of
the Western Union, in the American
Trust and Savings Bank building. At
the same time there will be a large
reduction in brokers' commissions.
The raise in rates will not be a
"flat" advance. it will affect what
are known as the tmprotitable haz-
ards, and it will be confined chiefly
to the congested district, bounded by
Harrison street, the river and the
lake.
The stockyards also will be con-
sdered as congested territory in the
advance of rates, and likewise Cer-
tain manufacturing sections.
Fireproof buildings will be exempt
from the increase.
It is probable that the advance in
rates will be made throughout the
entire district controlled by the
Western Union, extending from
Pennsylvania to the Rocky Moun-
tains.
An insurance manager, speaking
en rates outside of 'Chicago, said
that there should be a fiat advance
cf .5o per cent. in tbwa, Nebraska,
Kensas, Missouri, Kentucky and
Tennessee. It was noted that he
represents what is known as a non-
t pion company.
Eighty companies in Chicago and
the West belong to the Western




THE ALGERIA WENT DOWN
TWO MILES OFF CLEVE-
LAND HARBOR.
Three lies Thought to Have
Been Lost on One
Vessel.
0., May sa—The
schooner Algeria sank about two
miles off the harbor ,of Cleveland
this morning, and possibly three
men lost their lives.
The schooner Iron Queen is in a
sinking condition outside the break-
water and the crew of eight men was
taken off by the members of the life
ti saving crew.
41.- The storm pf last night and early
today,-with -the-heavy sea it kicked
up, was a Menace to shipping out'
side the harbor. The big steamers
that had been tied up there by the
strike came inside the breakwater,
but the small schooners could not
get in.
Signals of distress came to the life
saving station, and Capt. Mobley of
the life saving crew went out to the
Iron Queen, rescuing the eight mem-
bers of the crew with difficulty.
They could not reach The Algeria.
which went down about two miles
out. Capt. Motlep thinks there were
at least three men on the Algeria,
but does not know whether that is
the actual number.
Cleveland,
DECIDED TO SEND A
MISSIONARY TO JAPAN.
Clarksville, Tenn., May 9.—The
Madison Street Epworth League me'n
Monthly night and decided to pin a
missionary in the fiehldn Japan At
the recent anhiral conference at Myr-
freesborn this league stebscribed $rhri
to the Palmore institutte in Kobe,





PROSPECTS ARE IT WILL BE
DISPLACED BY VIENNESE
STONE.
The Tiling Is in Small Blocks That
Are Hard TO Keep in Position
Stone Moved From Library
Lot.
This evening at the meeting of the
board of directors for the Carzsegie
library President E. W. Bagby will
lay before them the -question of ttak-
lug  the _eenall tile blocks* siting
in the vestibule of the library build-
ing at Ninth and Broadway, and dis-
placing them with one solid piece of
Viennese composition shown to him
yewerday by the representative of
the company manufacturing that im-
proved flooring decoration: The sina;I
tile blocks now on the floor keep
coming up and kicked about, it seem-
ing to be impossible to get them com-
pact and held to the wooden floor.
Yesterday the agent for the Viennese
composition showed samples to Mr.
Bagby who will let the directors de-
cide whether they want to put it
down. It has a high polish like
marble, and is varied colored, with
nice border. Being gne piece it tould
not be kicked out of position by the
library patrons who walk over it in
passing through the vestibule to the
main entrance. The composition
costs sixty cents per square foot, but
lasts forever. It would take about
$50 worth for the place in question.
Stone Moved.
The: pile of city stone has been
moved from the library lot where it
has been stored for many months.
It presented an ugly and unsightly
appearance, and the directors wanted
it moved by the board of works
which it had done.
Never Got Negative.
President Bagby has never yet re-
ceived any response to his letter he
sent Mr. Carnegie's private secretary.
wherein he asked that there be sent
here the negativ of the small picture
taken /Of Carnegie's home, Skibo
Castle in Scotland, so a large re-
production of the likeness can be
made to adorn the walls of the local
institufon.
OFFERS Z:ON TRIUMVIRATE.
Judge Wrigh. Proposes Plan to Keep
Industries Going.
- I
Chicago! May 9.--That Zion -Cityl
affairs shall be ruled by a committee!
of three members, one chosen by;
Voliva, one by Dowie and one by the,
circuit court judges hearing the case)
which committee shall have charge!
until the dispute between Dowie' and,
Voliva involved in pending injunctionj
proceeding's is disposed of is the prob- I
\..)able outcome of the hearing begun
lsefore Judge Wright in Chicago to- 1
day whether the first apostle will
gree to such an arrangement. If
owie agrees it is regarded. certain
that Voliva will and Judge Wright'.
will announce his choice of a repre-
senttative cm the triumviratte at once.'
It is almort certain that the Voliva
party will designate Alexander.
Granger as its rePreeentative, while
the general consensus among he
Dovvie followers in case he agrees to.
the proposition, which many; doubt,1
is that Deacon John A. Lewis will




MURRAY GETS THE NEXT,SES-
SION TO BE H;LIk,NEXT
ot 140VEMBER.
Dr. McCormick Went to Lietchfield
Yesterday where HIe Delivered
His Famous Lecturt,
Murray was selioted as the place
for holding the next gathering ef the
Southwestern Medical Association, by
the members before they brought
their session to a close yestspday
moron& The meeting here was the
nns,i1 Affair jkail j 1wayi conducted
.in Paducah, while the semi-annual
sesSion are held in some of the near-
lisy cities.
The programnre. for yesterday sal-
led foe a morning and afternoon ses-
sion, but the physicians found they
could wind up everything before
noon and accordingly did so.
All the papers on th$ programme
were presented and, ditscussed with
the exception of tha: o4 appendicitis
by Dr. J. S. Chenworth of Louis-
ville, that on "Food in Hiealth and
Disease" by E. U. Crd, that on "Nas-
al Obstruction" by Dr. H. G. Reyn-
olds, and that on "Pericardial and
Pleurtic Effusion" by Dr. J. M. .Peck.
All the subjects presented were mat-
ters of great interest and delightedly
listened to by the members.
Dr. McCormick who lectured to a
large crowd at the Cumberland Pres-
byterian church Tuesday night left
for Litchfield yesterday morning at
7:45 o'clock where in the afternoon
he delivered the same talk, which per-
tains to "The Relation of the Phy-
sician to tne Public." He is book-
ed to lecture every day at different
places on this subject, between now
and the last of this month, he ap-
pearing at the respective cities under
auspices of the medical socities, who
fled the talk one of the most import-
ant and enlightening ones of its na-
ture ever presented.
Notice
To the Policy H-Liers of the Trad-
ers Insurance .ssaipan, 'Paducah.
Kentucky.
We beg to advise you that on ac-
count of the heavy losses at San
Francisco, that this company has
been placed in the hands of a receiv-
er. It now seems that ihe entire ac-
cumulation iof 32 years. which
amounts to over three million dol-
lars,.has been swept away7
We have decided to replace all
Traders policies in good solvent com-
panies, which were unaffected by the
San Francisco fire, and give you
credit for your unearned premium in
the Traders Insurance Co.
This actiou will entail a great loss
to me, but it is my desire to protect
you against any loss on business
placed in my hands. I trust that you
will appreciate my effort's in thus
protecting you .against a loss, which
',as no fault of mine, and continue
your patronage, thereby assisting
me, in a small way, to recover the
losses which I have sustained.
Please bring your policies to our
office, room 116 Fraternity building.
to be exchanged.
Very truly, yours,
• J. W. HUGHES.
—
does not prove itself by petu-
lance.
STANDARD OIL INFLUENCE • \
IN THE MONEY MARKET
\
(Louisville Post.)
The Standard Oil influences is not
confined to the oil business. It is a
power in finance, controlling large
banks and vast restuircet. It is a
power in the insurance world. It ha.
--ti be consulted
terprises in New York. It is a power
in the senate, a power in Wall street
and a sinister influence everywhere.
/ The New York Post last Thurs-
city, in its market news, intimated
that the Standard On "crowd" was
trying to create a disturbance in
Wall street, hoping to impress the
president with the great respect for
its capacity for meeting attacks in
commercial world. Here is what the
Nev York Post says:
While opinion differed about the
effects of President Roosevelt's meg
sage of the immediate financial situ-
ation, no doubt was expressed in one
quarter that in the sensational de-
clines of the past few-days, the band
of the Standard Oil interests had
been shown plainer than has ever
been the case on somewhat similars-
occasions. It was generally admitt•
ed that such interests were anxious
to point out an object lesson to the
government. Hopever, the, opinion
also prevailed tisk the speculative
advantages _offered by advance in-
formation on thepresident's message
had not been nv rlooked.
"It was pointed out that with large
ecommitments the Standard Oil in.
tetests were anxious to impress the
'government with the f:ict that hos-
tile legislation would affect the sma:1
merchants and investors as well as
the $too,000,000 Corporation under
e in other words, that the entire
, ,(11 the rountri
would become demoralized utiles,
the threatening attitude of the gov
eminent toward large corporations
was greatly modified."
Until this year the Standard Oil
crowd have refused to make public
statements tinder any provocation.
Tiley preferred to "work in a mys
terious way," like Providence. They
knesev the ptover,O1 the unknown de-
irent in every movement; so they
worked under ground and by unseen
egencies...
But Lawson provoked a retort
with a threatetted suit for libel. It is
now the president's return, and Rog-
ers and Archbold assert their own
innocence of any wrongdoing, but
intimate that the president is too
busy and to vigilant.
There is no doubt that the Stan-
dard Oil *ill fight viciously, for all
its privileges, legal and illegal, and
will use every meims, Irak and cor
rupt, to crush any man who crosses
its path, either in oil, finance or pliF
tics: butt no power has ever yet aria- Gut:and Wire Strings for all Instruments at Cut-Prices
en in America strong enough to de-
feat a courageous leader, who is will- 1111111,00-- \
ing to take the people into his con-
fidence.
1
.(Nashville Omer.) banished*, and .the authotlity Of the
Khedive under: *British direction re-
stored. In th4 intervention England
vas not joined by France, and as a-
consevence, shortly after his resto•
ration, the Khedidive signed a de-
crtee_abolishing the joint control eif
Eiigland andraance, inein its place
world, the country with the longest established an English financial ad-
history, the one that has .seen snore vier, without .whose concurrence no
changes in government; 'population • financial action can be taken.
and other restects than any other; 1 The same year the whole of the
the one that has suffered' the .great- j Lgyptian army was disbanded and
eat vicisitudes and the one that has new army organized with British of
the most abiding monuments. Ificers in command., • Maj.-Cacn. Sir
Egypt is set, down in all of the !Reginald Wyngate is now, the Sir-
wt books as' a  dependency of the dar, as the British commander of the
itoman Empire, b-iii-for some yearTTF-1>Y1511!"1. army tallcd, '31/4-11"7"'that has beed a patent fiction, MI-- are ninety-eight British officers in
The Turkish Dispute
With Great Britian
The dispute between - Great Britain
and Tuffeey concerning the Turkish
occypation of Egyptian territory re-
calls the peculiar political status of
the laud- of the Nile, theCistat 4if the
oldest civilization' known - to the
the, settIsmvnt of the present dispute
between Great Britain 'and Turkey is
likely to wipe out all claim of Turk-
ish suzerainty.
Mohamet Ali, who was governor
cf.,. Egypt in 1881, made himself ab-
solute master of 'the country by
'force of arms, and the Turkish gov-
ernment granted him and his succes
s(irs the title of Vali, or Viceroy.
This was charged by an imperial
Erman of May 21, 1866, to the title
of Khedive, which was a higher ,and ,
more independent office. By a fir-
man issued in 1873 the sultan grant-
ed Ismial I, the then reigning Khe-
dive, the hitherto withheld rights of
concluding treaties with foreign
powers and maintaining
With this the Turkish
an army.
suzerainty
over Egypt was virtually relinquish-
ed, but 4 continues in theory,
though Egiypt has really paisid
under British control.
From ifi79 to 1883 two comptroll-
ers-general, appointed by France and
ngland, had considerable, power in
the direction of, the affairs of the
country. In the summer of 1882
came the rebellion of Arabi Pasha
Great Britain intervened„. Alexandria
was bombarded, Arabi captured and
lesser stations, the army being con-
stituted of nearly 4000 men.
Great Britain that controls thr
financial and military arms of the
Egyptian government, which arc vir-
tually the whole thing.
A coolness between France and
Great Britain was produced by the
Itritish assumptioji of control in
Egypt, but good feeling was restored
by he recent agreement between the
two countriesc which conceded Great
Britain's right to rule in Egypt
while France should dominate the
affairs of Moroco.
It was probably because Germany
interfered in the carrying out of the
agreement as to Morocco that the
sultan had the temerity to occupy
Egyptian territi-my with his troops
and raise the present dispute with
Great Britain. But the probabilities
are- that. he reckons vainly if he
counts on Germany's suport. Em'
peror William fared rather badly and
exposed the isolation of his country
11 the Algeciran conference. and is
not so anxious as he was for an in•
ternational squabble. Then the
dominance of the British navy in thh
Mediterranean is something Cyr-
many is not in a position to dispute.
ATTELL TO FIGHT
HERMAN FRIDAY
Crack Feather Weights Clash in
Los Angeles May it-Both
Lads in Fine Fettle-At-
tell Favorite.
Los Angeles, Cal., May 9-Local
patrons of the boxing game are
'showing great interest in the coming
bout between Kid Hermann and
tiv( that way. I used to say thing,
and make remarks as soon as
thought them. I have often tho•ight'
I had something to say, and di-cov-
ered after I had said it that I ought
to have kept my mouth shut."
Some people think they have peace
VI hell they are only petrified.
IC, never hard to find a good argu-
ment to back up an inclination.
ILLINOIS CENTRAL
EXCURSION
Abe Attell, to take place in the Pa-
cific Athletic Pavillion in this city Chattanooga, Tenn. - Southern
on May ti. Everybody agrees that Baptist Convention-Dates of sale
will be one of the mo,t evenly I May 8th, 9th and Toth, limit ten days
matched contests ever witnessed { with 
privilege of extension until
here. •
At first the general opinion was
that Hermann had the advantage
on account of his extra weight, but
Attell's record shows that he has
met and defeated heavier and just as
clever men as Hermann has. 'Judg-
ing by the records there is absolute-
Le nothing to point to either one of
t em .as a sure winner, and Her-
Mattit's weight should be counterbal-
anced by Attell's 'superior 'weight
siul reach. Abe has about, an inch
half longer reach than the cdhcr man. sive, limint three days front date
Considering their equal reco-ds, and of sale. Round trip .rate V.95- '-
well known cleverness, these lads are
expected to give one ,of the prettiest
exhibitions of clever •Ifinxing ever wit- 
T.ouisVille, Ky..- Home Coming
nesse , 
Wieek of Kentuckians: Date" of. sale
it
MeCirey, the manager of the 
jme nth . 12th., and t3th., 1906, limit
223rd; by paying fee of :;o cents
ickets cas he extended to thirty days







matched to box l ike Louis anti Tennessee River P
Joe Kciccy of the et company-the cheapest and
The two latter lads . excursion nu' of Paducah.
Pacific Ath
t
tetic Club, has arranged
two splendid preliminaries for t
event. In each case) the partici
will( represent the camp of
the principals. Mike Barth
working with Itermann.
omit& against Terry




have alre y met in a six-round trout
hire a they made a very fast and
'cleve showing.
, A Lesson Others Might Learn.
In  .6. certain.. railroad train Bishop
Brooks leaned across the aisle to-
ward an intelligent looking man, and
asked! •
"What were you going to remark?"
"I was not going to remark any-
thing."
"B you looked at me, and seemed
about to say something to me."
"Yes. I am said' to be very diee.T-
June 15th by paying a fee.of so cents.
Rate for the round trip $9.25.
Pariz, Ky. - 'rand Commancley
Knights Templar-Dates of sale May
21St and 22nd, limit My 25th, 1906.
Rate for round trip $t2:75.
BULLETIN.
Louisville, Ky. - Spring Meeting
New Louisville Jockey Club -Dates
of sale May tat and sad, limited tea
May 3rd. Rates for round trip $6.95.
Dates of sale May 1st and aml, limit
May 3oth; May 3rd to 29th, inclu
'EXCURSION
$8.00 tor the Roy
Trip to leonessee river
and return.
It is • trip of pleasure. coulter
and rest: good service, g table
IrOCA rooms, etc. Boats -4 sac,
Wednesday and Saturday s p.
For other informadon uppity to Jos
Xoger, superintendent; Frank I
Brown. agent
Right Here in This Store You Find
the Biggest Values Ever Shown in
Paducah for the Money in
finitars, Violins, Mandolins,
Guitars from $1.25 to $15.00.





for Sick and Injured Only.




Is just as-important to prepare for as the "Rainy
Day." If you have the leady Money" you are
prepared for trouble or for a good business
chance. Start a savings account at this bank
and before you know it you will have the "Ready






Our Handsome Spring Fabrics
ARE NOW ON DISPLAY
AND IN OUR LINE YOU WILL FIND THE CHOICESTSTYLES FOR SMART TAILORING THE MARKETS AF-FORD. THE PATH OF T HE GOOD DRESSER IS BOTHEASY AND ECONOMICAL IF HE COMES HERE FOR HIS.CLOTHES WE STAND F OR EVERY GARMENT WRTURN OUT.
Dicke &
516 Broadway. MERCHANT TAILORS.
All Kinds Monuments and General Cemetery Work (Use
Green River Stone
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purpotes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-,URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does not be-
come dark and discolored
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite
and Stone Works. ,
SOLE AGENT, iften TRIMBLE ST., PADUCAH, KY 1.!
 'ED 
BALDWIN pi ANO
• Scientifically Constructed and
....of the Highest Excellence....
It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
Is a "Leader" for the dealer.
D. H. BALDWIN & CO.
W. T. MILLE,R, Agent.
520 Broadway, PADUCAH, KY
Fir st-,Class
Width Work
BY EXPERT WATCH MAKERS
Prices Reasonable.
I j. Meld,
224 Broadway PADUCAH, KY.
....tmammusuissmuusatininnostr 
The Daily Register, delivered 10c week






OPEN DAY AND NIGHT. OLD PHO::::. 6.39.
_ NEW PHONE 334. _ , PADUCAH, KY.. i.
FRANKLIN WAS HONORED.DETECTIVES' _SUIT
JUDGE LIGHTFOOT IS NOW
READY TO TAKE /IV
UP.
Former Detective T. J. Moore Says
He Will in a Few Days File Suit
For Another Half Month's
r ay.
PADUCAH DIVINE
GREAT MEETING BEING rELD
s AT CADIZ BY REV. PINK-
ERTON.
Littleville Revival Will Be Trans-
ferred to West Tennessee Street
When Building Is Finished.
i
Word from Cadiz indicates that
Rev. W. H. Pinkerton is effecting' 'e aagntioot saioi yesterday he
good results in his revival whichv,oul try whenever the parties got,! 
ready, ett2 sett of T. J. Moore, former commenced there about ten days
'detective, against th2 City of Paducah ago, and is being attended nightly
for $30 claimed due as half a month's' by overflowing crowds. He expects
.salary. The parties to the action have1 to be there for s-arne time yet.
noLavti.fied_lbs_jaieige. wbeit Any Will •
.! c -.-L:y, but will eu ,,, i, a day or 1.,:ter.1.e Viectir.z. '
. two. .i
Plaintiff sues the city tbe Rev. T. J. Owen conducting a pro-on
giibund that he cannot be relieved 
l
tiacted meeting at the Littleville
from service as detective until the Methodist church, preaching every
i
last of Oa year. His -services were evening at 7:30 o'clock. A number ofI
dispensed with some weeks ago when ciaiversions have already been
the detectives were "cut out" by the,effected, while the interest is ap-
Republican legislative boards. Mborelparently great, judging front,. the
sues for salary he claims due trim, krge sized congregations listening
and yesterday announced he would
by the end of this week file anotber
suit for the half month's salary due
him the first of. May. , s.
One month from tomorrow the law
adopted by the last state legislature
providing that second class cities
shall ban thirty men on the police
force, goes into effect. The probili-
ties ark the two detectives will be put
back toNrork under the new law. The
form in, its rduced form, consists of
eighteen men besides the chief, cap,
tam n and lieutenant. -
HOME OF FRIENDLEtS.
Board of Managers Make Public Its
Position on Entertainments.
The managerw of the Home of the
Friendless, at their meeting yester-
day, decided that they could not in
accordance with previous action
taken by thhe board and 'published
in the papers, accept the gwerous
proposition. of the carnival anage-
anent to donate one-half of the gate
proceeds Tuesday evening May 8th
to the Home.
On several accasions, the . Home
had been advertised in connection
with business and amusemen; enter-
prises without the knowledge and
consent of the managers; this in
selme instances had proved embarass-
ing, and to avoid further annoyance.
the board at a regular meeting
about one year ago resolved by a
unanimous vote to decline to accept
the proceeds from any public enter-
tainment, raffle, or scheme of any
kind, that had been instituted with-
out a consultation v.ish. and the
PiTroval of the board.
The Home is indebted to the
Carnival Association for many kind-
nesses not the least of these being
the free passes to all the show's
reen to the an children on Thurs-
day of last week.
The little ones were royally




Pasturage for horse, within two
miles of city. Apply to Frank Par-
ham. Phone 536.
Fine photos at unheard of prices.
Riley & Conk.
o his earnest and effective talks.
Alter the church at the end of West
Tennessee street is finished, about
the last of next week, Mr. Owen
will bring the present Littleville re-
vival to a close and open one in the
nctv.church which is now being con-
structed under his direction.
Temperance Lecture.
Mrs. Mary A. Balch, state corres-
ponding secretary of the Kentucky
Woman's Christian Temperance
Cdon, will conduct at the Broad-
way Methodist church, the lecture
she has been engaged to deliver the
evening of Tuesday, May 15th. To-
morrow afternoon at 3 o'clock the
local union will hold its weekly
meeting in the First Baptist church
lecture room.
Another Protracted Meeting.
Re'. Peter Fieleis of the Third
street Nictleali-t church yesterday
announced that he would start a pro-
tracted meeting next Sunday morn
lag. He has been making arrange-
ments to this end for some days and
now has things ready for the work
Which it is to be hoped will prove
as successful as the great revival
which he conducted there last fall
at which time hundreds of conver-
sions and church accessions were
effected. He may get someone to
assist him, but has not fully made
up his mind as yet. He is a strong
and effective worker and may con-
'duct the meeting alone.
Song Service.
Prof. Harry Gilbert is now ar-
ranging the programme for a song
service to be given at 7:30 o'clock
next Sunday by the young people's
society at the First Chhristian
church. A fine orchestra will help
with the musk and the gathering
promises to -teem with many inter-
eating. features.
Eagles' Excursion
First annual excursion of Frattern-
al Order of Eagles, lodge, No. 1177,
of Paducah, will be given Sunday,
May 13th.. aboard the handsome
steamer Louisiana to Cairo. Boat
leaves wharf here at 8:3o a. m.. re-
turning leaves Cairo at 6 p. in. Good
dancing music. No improper char-
acters allowed. Round trip 75 cents.
Will Smash the Saloons
If They Don't Close
ia
Lexington, Ky., May 9 —Sunday
saloon closing reached an acute
phase here today when Mayo;
Thomas A. tombs announced that he
would close the saloons and keep
them closed if he bankrupted the
city. •
A delegation of saloon keepers
had announced that some would
open anyhow even if arcested, and
would continue to re-open as fast as
bond. The mayor
plied that he would instruct the po-
lice to arrest such men as many PS
three times, but if they persisted and
reopened on a fourth time, he weekd
then instruct the officers to destroy
their property and smash everythiug
in the saloon.
''If you avant to go to court and
test the law do so, Then if the court
eecides against me, you may open
and stay open. My hands will have
been tied," is what he told his vis-
itors. The case will probably h.!
tested in all the courts of the state.
Local Option Election Causes Ex-
citement.
Millersburg. ky , May 9. -The
local option election here is causing
great excitement. The chu ch bells
uavc en ringing since 5 a. m.
women arc holding prayer meeting
and song service in the Christian
church yard in front of one of the
two voting booths. Cadets of the
military school are parading the
streets with drum and bugle,.. and
workers on both sides ate in evi-
dence. Two free whiskey joints have
been closed by the officers.
Judge Peak Denounces
Kentucky's Election
Lawrenceburg, •Ky., May 9.—The
regular term of the Anderson cir-
tuit court began here Monday
with Judge R. F, Peak on the bench.
In' his charge to the grand jury the
Judge charged them especially with
reference to manslaughhter as com-
mitted by railroads or other corpora-
tions and instructea them to indict
id every case where death had been
caused by the reckless handling of
trains or notoriously bad track.
He referred in scathing terms to
"You find them at the clubs, at the OFFICES: Bentog.-Ky., rear bplaces of amusement. The day of the • muruhuu county; paducuk
Broadway dandy has passed, though
If you doubt this take • stroll through
Broadway on any afternoon when the
weather mac has made good on his
torecast for fair weather.
"At the time when Broadway
the reputation of showing off more
welt dressed men than any other city
in this country there was more leisure
In New York. The New Yorker of to-
day is too much engrossed with his
business to Idle in front of the hotels
or on the corners.
"When he is at business he appears
In business attire. When he gults
nem VS "dli—appeare -from the street
and comes out in proper attire else-
waere later in the day.
"Another reason why
fewer of the well dressed, now than
formerly Is that the turnout in the
street Is more mixed. We have men eoz Fraternity Building.from all parts of the country. They Old Phone 4911 Reds New Phone r-are var.outily arrayed. Every style is
seen, and in the crush the Well dressed Peducalt.
man is not as conspicuous as he used --
Kentucky.
to be Pictures, Diplomas,
, "At the time when Broadway bad
the reputation of snowing oft so many
Laws of the prdperly attired the good dress-
ers had it all their own way. In that
day one could get the styles by watch.
tog the processios."
the election held in Louisville last
fall, and said that although one of
the officers elected at that tifne had
told the legislature that such another
election *mild result in bloodshed;
that body had refused to make any
changes, and denounced the election
laws of the state as infarnpus.NThere
is a lighht docket, and the court
1will probably adjourn this week.
The Famous' American Philosophic
Was the Rage of the French
Court.
Franklin became the fashion of the
season. For the court itself dabbled
a little in liberal ideas, wrote John
Hay, In "Franklin in 'France" in Ceti.
tury. So powerful was the vast ins
pulse of free thought that then influ•
enced tire mind of Franoe—that sue
ceptible French mind that always an
ewers like the wind harp to the breath
of every true human .aspiration—that
even the highest classes had caught
the infection of liberalism. -.They
handled the momentous words Liberty
and Human Rights in their dainty
way, as if they were only a new game
for their amusement, not knowing
what will to them the terrible import
of those words. It. became very much
tho iteceptes thing at court to rave
about rraultlin. The young and love-
ly queen, Marie Antoinette, was most
winning and gracious toward him.
The languid courtiers crammed
natural sciemee to talk With him. The
small wits who knew a little Greek
called him Solon and Aristides and
Pbocion.
It Is sad to think of the utter tifl.
conacioutness of these amiable aristo-
crats. They never dreamed that this
man Franklin was a portent and a
prophet to them. Be was Incarnate
democracy, and they petted him.
They never Imagined that in showering
their good-natured homage upon this
austere republican they were sowinl
the wind which would ripen In an sw.
ful harvest of whirlwinds. Later,
whqn the whirlwinds had hardly got
beyond the frisky stage of their de
velopment, the queen lamented bitter
ly the folly of these ovations to the
great democrat. There was one saga-
cious head that was wisely shaken
over these indiscretions while they
lasted. Joseph 11., emperor of Ana-
tria. brother to the queen, who was
in Paris on his travels, and who was
as much of a democrat himself as an
emperor can be, when his sister re-
buked his coolness on the Americas:
question, replied: "Madam, the trade
I live by is that of • royalist."
Court incense could not turn the
philosophic head any more than the
loud acclaim of the people. When
Franklin found himself the honored
guest of royalty, his theoghts reverted
to those faraway days of his boyhood
,
when his father used to quote to him
In the old candle shop at Boston, the
words of the wise tian, 'Beset thou a
man diligent in his business! He shall
stand before kings." The old sage
heard the echo of that paternal voice
resounding over half a century, and a
new and strange light as of prophecy
fulailet, illumined the immortal






with more of the In-
upright manhood, be
FEWER BROADWAY SWELLS.
New York Teller Tells Why
Clothes Are Not flo Often
Seen.
A Strength Builder
After a wasting illness, there is
nothing which so surely and quickly
builds up exhausted strength as
liEU E R EIL!s ors
a4riraine
The nutritious, tissue-building elements
of choice Barley- Malt —Tifi "-ritedigetted-
form arc almcs-,: and
taken up by the system.
Sold by all Druggists and Grocers.
Prepared by
Anheuser-Busch Brewind Ass'n
St. Louis. U. S. A.
.0 connection with tie, best Fotus-
,ain service, Zach F -s has added
S tine line of
Candy
d %%61' continue to keep up .e rep.
Ea' .11 our fountain has f-a .nagrIS




H.T. Rivers, M, D.
Residence age
OFFICE 120 NORTH LIFTS
TELEPHONEh
Office es,
DR. R. E. HEARNE
BROOKHILL BUILDING.
TELEPHONE NO. 444.
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
iso NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 353
Offke hours Lc, lo a. as, I in 1
p m. and 7 to 9 p.
Good Or. ill'Ildress
"There are fewer well dressed men
in Brcadway at the present time than
I have known for several years." said
an uptoten taller, reports the Bun. "At
the same time there are more well
dressed men in New York now than
ever, because there are more men here
than ever, but the good dressers are
not on street parade.
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
THROAT.
Office and Residence, Rooms 3 sad
Columbia Building.
Phone iciat--Red.






man, who was dechiedlrioer "church," I
said to the new rector, "there's on.
"Now, Mr. Newcome," the vestry-
I
Room He Fraternity Building
New Phone Tt• Old Phone 3..





Rooms s. a and 3 Register Build
trig. sas 1-3 Broadway.




Water and Oil Colors,
Mottos and Calanders
Framed right up to date in five min-




Duff vthing we demand of our rector; there 5J 1 111
must be no surplice hen—" 
,o31/2 Broadway."Surplus?" interrupted the Rev. Mr.




MAY 9, 10 & 11
General Admission 25 Cents.
GRAIL STAND 35 CENTS, BOX SEATS 6o CENTS.
TICKETS ON SALE SMITH & NAGEL'S.
FOURTH & BROADWAY
GAME CALLED AT 3:30 P. M. SHARP.





203-205 S. THIRD ST.
E. H. PUP EAR,
Attorney A -Law
Rooms ant J Regi-ser Building









Will practice in all courts of :
tucky.
D. W. C. EUBANK&
(Homeopathist.)
Office, 306 Broadway—Phone see
Residence, 1119 Broadway.
Phone lag.
J. C. Flown*, Caen PAM
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS
Rooms go, ii and Is. Columbia Bute
PADUCAH. KY.
De. B. T. Hall
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivera. ie.
Nort hFifth, Both Phone 333.





JUST WHAT YOU NEED FOR
HOUSE CLEANING.
Insecthol





ALL ODORLESS. In to-IS
25 cent Bottles.




Seventh and Jackson St 'Phone 237, Room No. s.





Will be keenly appreciated
after a trial by peopk who suf-
fer from headaches—severe or
mild, occasional or chronic.
They never fail to
GIVE QUICK
RELIEF.










Will lid -1 please-e to ye-er
home di. ••ig the 1 ,nig se .1r
These ere r -trig
now at o -r store C rne in
and hear them. Them you'll





















At Register Bunaing, 523 Broadway.
JAMES E. WILHELM, President.
JOHN WILHELM. Treasurer.
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary.
Entered at the poatoffice of Padu-
cah, Ky., u second-class mail matter.
One Year  6 45610
Six Months  2.50
Three Months   1.25
One Week   .50
Anyone failing to ceceiolo this Pika
regularly should report the matter to
The Register office at once. Tele-
phone Cumberland 318.
• 
Thursday Morning, May to, 1906.
Tonight .the question will be be
fore the aldermen to permit the peo-
pk of Paditteah to vote on the ques-
tion of issuing bonds for a water and
light plant. The duty of the aldermen
is plain. They are public servants,
and no matter what their personal
views are on the subjeet may be, the
people have the right to vote upon
this question. The people pv, the
taxes—they elected the general coun-
cil, and it is athe duty of that body
to ascertain the wishes of thV con-
stituents. This can only be done
by giving the people the opportunity
to vote on the question.
The Real Question at Issue.
The NewcaDemocrat has abandoned
the fake interviews of "prominent"
citizens and merchants in opposition
to Paducah owning a water and light
plant, and yesterday printed an edi-
torial thate.teads exactly like it was
written by an attorney of the corpor-
ations. The corporation organ warns
the people to "count the cost." Well,
that is exactly what the people have
been doing for the last twenty years,
and have come to the conclusion that
it will cost them a great deal less to
own and operate 2 water and light
plant than it does to be patrons of
the corporations.
The sable otelf tionmy rot
about politics; that argument is no
onger used between intelligent per-
ons arid is only used by the corpor-
tions or their hirelings. To own a
.ater and light plant Paducah would
p obahly have twenty more men on
t e pay rolls, but in a city of this size
ttlenty men would cut but but little
ure in politics. The argument is
nskd that the money 
will be
po ticians. All public men
pol :dans, and all politicians
dishonest; in fact, the people
ting rid of the grafters and
is used
spent by
are not. of the people to have some money:
are not Its a rank mistake to tax the peopleI
are get,- heavily either in the way of unjust
putting
It is rather remarkable that the
cities thtoughout the country that do
not alroady Own their water atia light
plants 'are attempting to to so, but
In every city is working, the identi-
cal difficulty is And, and that is,
•tbe desperate tepposition of the men
who are growing rich off of the pub-
lic, and the newspapers which they
owo, gild control. Men and news-
papers who clio mit think tike,the
corpelations are to .be denounced and
ridiculed as fanatics, This is the
fashion of corporation warfare.
If corporations aid' their organs
wish to convince the public that mu-
nicipal ownersffip is not right, why,
(I,o they not gather gtatistics from
cities owning water and light plants,
•21-56-1115rfr rities --time-rely- upon-
private corporations, publish and
compare the figures and thereby prove
which is the best plan. The way to
convince a man is to produce the
facts and figures. The corporations
know they cannot produce figures 'that
wq,1 convert people to their way of
thinking, hence they keep silent on
that point, and maintain the policy of
denunciation.
Speaking of corruption in public af-
fairs, the main corruption exists in
that offered and accepted from cor-
porations who sego favors at the ex-
pense of the public. ko one ever
heard of the people offering a bribe
to a public servant to do his duty, it
is always offered by those who seek
to have him 'betray his trust, or duty
to the people.
The whole question of municipal
ownership is a business proposition.
The hireling of the corporations
uses the puerile argument that ad-
vocates of municipal ownership envy
the success of the owners of public
utilities. They do not, any more than
the corporations are envious of the
benefits that the general public would
receive by the city owning the plants
When men invest their money they
must expect competition, and our
very laws declare for corny. titibn and
against monopoly. Tit!: cittners. of
the water and light plarrtf,, of this
city posess no rights moh sacred
than those of the people; it is no
greater hardship apr th to face
competition, than it is for any mer-
aper. If
i in the
isonest men in office. t'
In this city $15o,000 has about been
•expended in the past two years on
new streets, but ,antisgaga, like dis-
honesty has developed as yet, and
the same might 'be said about the
handling of hundreds of thousands oi
dollars Of tit geottir fans. The peo-
ple of Paducah are capable of self
government, and it anything goes
wrong they can remedy it; and we
believe that the city can operate a
water and light plant just as eco-
nomically and honestly as private
orpora t ions.
It is alleged that the city light
plant has been mismanaged, but there
sa nothing in that
the people get miserable service from
the private corporations, and for
twenty years the people got muddy
water when the franchise called for
filtered water. The city made a mis-
take in buying second hand maehin-
.
ery, and for a time the plant did ow l
receive the attention it deserved, heti
'those raattersevaeger gaieltly resitedieit.,j
and with all that; this City has been
enabled Ito flirnifs it* own •serett
lights at a fi'enii far below' that charg-
tel private clirpotatieftis.
The records were' searched from the
time the ,?plant was built, on down fp
the present time and a most favorable
report signed- by the augur was pub-
lished a few months ago, as The Reg-
lister, but neither one of the corpor-
ation organ had the ialtnesa to Oh-
lish in their columns this rhi6it made
by the chief executive of the city.
The policy of corporation organs is
to suppress facts when contrary to
their interests, and to mislead the
and heavy taxes, or unreasonable and
oppresive rates for the necessities of
life. The people of Paducah do nut
need the corporations and their organs
to act at their guardians, they. are
capable of taking pare of themselves,
and if the majority of the, people of
Paducah desire municipal ownership,




water and light. us si, the law
gives them that right. What is ;t
about corporate interests that the
people should bow their necks to,
them suffer them to have free and
unlimited privileges, and hold the
consumers at th'eir mercy? When
Paducah had competition in electric
lights and power, the consumer paid
but one half of vcleut, he pays today.
Think of the hundttedsssuiShousands
of dollars that the many are compel-
led to pay to perhaps twenty or thirty
stockholders when that motley should•
stay in the pockets of the people.
The way to build up a city is lot all
want it, The Register is -not in
favor of forcing it ,ai them, but it
does believe that the people should be
given the opportunity of deciding the
question, and furthermore, if they are
not given the oportunity of deciding
the question this year, it will only be
a matter of.-time before they will have
the opportunity.
Give AU a Square Deal.
In this issue of The Register is
an item from ,Stnithland in regard to
the complete vindication of the late
democratic officinls of Livingston
crffty. The 'scorch: were examined
bj expe' accogistantaarind all funds
were scoonnted for with'ildelity. just
before the last eleetioa ill kinds of
accusatiorre were inadc-t itgainst the
Democrat*, and they we:ye, dlefezted:
They did not ,get., a square deal.
" 'The Register can appreciate the in-
justice done those candidates for it
has had to put up with unfair methods
by being required to go to another
cottony /to answer law-suits, when all
the parties live in Paducah. Several
yeses ago Mark. Worten when city at-
Minty for Paducah either maliciously
or ignorantly gave the council advice
that was contrary to the law, and by
'that set The Register was kept rnit
of the city printing which amounted
to about $1,000 a year. If the council
had been given the law al shown on
the statute's The Register would have
been elected', and it is rather a co-
incidence that Mark Worten 'was
mixed up in the Livingston county
affair as attorney for sonic of the torn
who were responsible for the, false
and misleading reports against the
Democrats of that county, and only
a few weeks ago his clients admitted
in open court they had wronged one
of be candidates who was defeated
for office. ..
• The Register believes in a •square
deal for every man be he a Demo-
crat, a Republican, or a Muqwtimp.
And it has always been the policy of
this paper to advocate honest' and
fair methods in elections, 'and to con-
denm everything that is unfair and
dishonest-- —It- 4tati-AIJAY6; - at oat for..
the People in this city, and
,
 thefight;
enit has made from time to " . e has
made bitter enemies of the 
/ 
ystens,
grafter: and corrupt men. aiwe ev.-
try mail a sqnare deal is our motto.
Now that her ladyship, the town
cow, is forbidden to roam the streets
and browse on flowers and plants,
many of the citizens are taking down
the fences. This enhances the:bean-
ty.not only of the yards and lawns
hut of the streets as well. In the
cities of the west visited by the
writer of this paragraph, the fence is
the exception and not the rule, many
of the finer residences are even with-
out the back and cross fence. While
some contend that the fence is mere-
ly an evolution of the old feudal
wall and entirely unnecessary io this
civilized age. there are a number who
declare that "if everybody else in
the city takes down their fence mine
will remain." After all it is merely
a question of individual taste, though
a vista of well Itept. fenceless lawns
is certainly beautiful.
Query: If a pedestrain, forced t
take to the streets on account of the
obstruction of the side walk, 'a
struck by a car and injured, who is
liable, the street car company, the
ccntractor or the city in allowing





: Gentlemen contemplating running
for office will kindly file applicatiian.
tur_permission at Frankfort. If they
don't they will incur the seribua
displeasure of the close corporation
of office holders—Owensboro Mes-
senger. All right, ald rooster; what
do you want to run for? State
Scavenger—Frankfort State b011f -
nal.
Fair Propo- s- ition.
Lost, about to days ago, in CAI-
ton or Columbus, or between the
towns, a five dollar bill. ThE finder
may keep such part of the money as
he thinks he is entitled to and clear
his conscience by calling at the
Gazette office to find the owner of
the bill.—Clinton Gazette.
Good Advice.
The administration must keep- its
weather eye open, or the Beef mu;
will be running some .of its em-
blamed beef in on the San Francisco
sufferers —Mayfield Messenger.
Correct Word. •
"Everything is lovely and the
goose- hangs high," says President
Baer. and he might have added, "So
does coal." ,Only he ought to have.




With the !Bradley gpbernatorial
toom in the wind, the Yerkes snick-
ersee is in
Times.
• WORTEN LOSES SUIT
SAM STONE vs NEWS-DEMOCRAT
JURY OUT BUT SIX MLNUTES YESTERDAY IN - DECIDING
CASE IN FAVOR OF NEWSPAPER—STONE TESTIFIED
THAT HE SUED "JUST TO BE SUING"—REGARDED AS
ONE OF MANY "SPITE SUITS."
In the MIcCracken Circuit court piain until Worten got hold of him
sesterday it took but six minutes for From the evidence adduced it seems
the jury in the suit of Sam *Stone that Stone had been made a eats-
against the Democrat Publishing paw or vehicle for Worten to vent
c.impany for $5,000 fur libel, to bring his spleen against the newspapers
in a verclict for the defendant, the and newspaper men who had
jury merely retiring to take a vote criticised , his connection with the
and write the verdict, now notorious chain gang suits.
This suit i Is but one of the many sixty-seven of which NVorten had
Tiilit -by J.Thfaric Worten icor gins broughl against the city Tem tto,ocio
Stone, and by a number of people each, or $67o,000 In all, and every
;1 this city regarded as spite suitsAne of those suits have been thrown
;11 August 1904 Stone was arrested out of the courts.
iit Paducah on three bench warrants! Among the suits brought by J.
horn Crittenden county and carried Mark Worten for Samuel Stone
there by the captain of police of 'within the past two years are suits
this city; at. the trial it was discov- • against John M. Meloan for $:;,000;
creel that he was the wrong person, I The Register and its editor for
the warrants being for his sons, Sam i $10,coo; The News-Democrat for
Stone and Elden Stone. The Padu 1$5.000; James Collins, chief of police
cab papers mentioned the arrest and for $5.0oo; Joe Woods catitain of
i:ave something of Elden Stone.: police, $5.000; John D. Austin. patrol
police court record. Sam Stone,
through J. Mark Worten in Decem•
ber 'toms brought suit for $5,od0
sgainst John M. Meloan, who was
:he editor of the News-Democrat,
and Worten then learned that the
article also appeared in The Regis-
ter, so in March 1905, Mark Wor-
ten for Same Stone brought suit
against the Register and its editor
fr $to,000 in Livingston county. At
the trial of the case a verdict wag
Tendered in favor of The Register.
Several months later Worten
brought another suit for Sam Stone;
this time against the News-Democra,
f r $5,00  in this county, and the
ry yesterday gave a verdict for
that paper. • The case again.t
Meloan is still pending, and it wa:
reported that the suit was brough•
ii.ainst him for the purpose of put
ting him in jail if a verdict. Ivas
eiven•against him.
At the trial of the case yesterday
it is reported that Sam Stone on the
wtness stand testified that he knew
rothing about the suits except what
Worten told him and when asked
why he brought the suits, it is said
that he replied "just to be suing."
Attorney Charles K. Wheeler who
represented the News-Democrat, in
his speech turned to Worten and
made the direct charge that Stone
never knew that he had been ag-
grieved or had any cause to cone
wagon driver. $5.ocio; For Sam Stone
in behalf of his son Elden Stone
against the city in McCracken circuit
sotto for Iio,o00; Same in United
States court for Iio.000; and an ex-
parte suit against the city. The suits
aggregating about $55.otoo, or enough
to make Worten and his celebrate/
client rich; but not one dollar as
yet has been paid them.
LTST YOU FORGET.
'Covington, Ky.. May ra—Judge
Shaw, of the Kenton Circuit court,
today made good his promise to en-
force attendance of tnose persons
surrtmonid to jury service by fining
tifro of the cornsminity•s most prom-
inent citizens, former Congressman
D. Linn Gooch, who intends to con-
test for the nomination against Con-
gressman Rhinock this fall. He said
he forgot to come es juror. "Leo*
you forget again, $5 fine." said judge
Shaw promptly. Adam Grossman,
nrllionaire captialist. and harneh
factory owner, said he mistook May
I on his notice for Mlay :7. "If that
had been a bill for harness," said
Judge Shaw, "you 'ivould not have
been puzzled about the Bate. Five
dolars for the mistake."
Judge, Shaw promises hereafter to
fine every peraon who does not ap-
pear promptly when called upon.
INVESTIGATING COMMITTEE'S
REPORT AT SMITHLAND, KY.
THE SLANDERS OF LAST FALL'S CAMPAIGN AGAINST DEMO-
CRATIC OFFICE HOLDERS OF LIVINGSTON COUNTY
CLEARLY REFUTED BY A SEARCHING INVESTIGATION OF
THE COUNTY RECORDS
Srnithland, Ky., May 9. -In tits
campaign last fall, a most bitter war-
fare was ,waged by the repubhcans
against the county democratic ad-
ministration, , and all manner of
charges of corruption were made.
Just on the eve of the eleceon 3
.landerous circular was issued by cer-
tain republicans against the demo-
c:atic county judge, Thomas Evans,
who was a candidate for re-election
and such campaign methods enabled
the republican ticket to win.
Judge Evans instituted suit' for
libel, and at the April term of the
circuit now was fully and complete-
ly vindicated; the parties to the in -
fa ni, 'us circular, in the mitt of the
trial, came forward and publicly ac-
knowledged the wrong done Judge
Evans, and agreed to a judgment. of
$1.000 each, and out of which Evans I
aly accepted his attorneys fees, de-
claring that vindication was all he
wanted and had received. Other
parties connected with the circular
were intlfttcd for crirnimd tibe
fiLed. The other charges made
the fall campaign, against the demo-
c-atic sheriffs and other officials
were so serious, that after the re-
publicans went into office, a search-
ing investiltat'on was Wade by the
clerk of the county, W. S. Cham-
pion, and .M. P. Malloy of Eddyville,
an ex-clerk ,banker and expert ac-
countant. The report of those gen-
tlemen .was made ,April 27, 1906, and
ompletely refutes the campaign
slander:: and vindicates the demo-
cratic, ex-sheriff and officers. Their
report has been filed with the county
jUdge 'and reads 'as follows:
"Hon. J. M. Davis,
a judge Livingston County Court.
!'Persuant to order of the fiscal
court, entered February 23, too6, we
Cure for Lynching.
"The practical, sensible thing to
do ih to find and remove the chief
cause 'of this fearful crime. The ob-
ligation due to society as a preven-
tive of anarchy in a sense, is to re-
move every possible excuse for ne•
cessity for lynchings. Th is
done only by enacting laws so4a.sifi
and sure that the oppor oitperaor
mob vengeance will Jae. P014"
The main barn of, bagigit is ,be
slowneit and uncertainty, Of *tattle. •
laws. In England a criminal is us-
ually tried, convicted and puniabed
for a capital offense -within a meek.
or at the most, a few .wetks, after
the crime is committed. No 1e,r11
techgicalities are allowed to stgrid have carefully gone over the records
in the way and thus' justice is nude of your county for a period of fif-
swift and terrible."—Kanaas oty teen year., or from January it, thot
to December asst. Koos, concerning
the filcal affairs of the county, and
Resting Easy. • row make this as our report.
For a man, who started most„01 "We found the records well kept,
the insurance tumble, Jas. *axe* containing a full history of the mat-
Hyde is maiaging to take Weir ryjters we had in hand.
comfortably3Hopkinsville '/Oinr work covered the term of
four sheriffs as follows: K. W. Lay,
Thomas Evans, R. Ir Cowper and
P. II. Bush, each serving four years
ia the order named, except Evans,
whose term waa for only three
years.
"We procured blank books and
trade settlements of the accounts of
each of these gentlemen fur each
year'separately, going to the tax
books for the base of our calcula-
tions charging hp everything that is
a source of revenue to the county.
We procured the vouchers of the
several sheriffs for disbursements
msde out of said levies, and cred-
ited same with the other allowances
shown by the recorda of the court,
and find that the accounts of said
officers close up nicely, showing that
the funds handled by them wev;
handled with fidelity. Some mis-
takes of a trifling nature were found
in settlements made with/ the courts
oommissioners from time to time..
which we mention; Mr. Lay seems
FR PING 
THAT PLEASES
Back of every Policy of
THE MUTUAL LIFE
of New York stands
Tbe First Aisricu Life !s-











BE WISE AND GZT A GOOD
CLOCK OR HAVE YOUR PRES-
ENT ONES PUT IN FIRST-
CLASS ORDER, WE DO THE
FINEST KINDS OF REPAIR
WORK ON ALL KINDS OF
CLOCKS AND WATCHES.
OUR CHARGES ARE ALWAYS
MODERATE. WE CARRY A













in seems to owe the county Poo, Mr.
Cowper seems to owe the county
$10.87, while P. If. Bush seems to
have over paid the county $3a.58.
"We did &it- work in an indepen-
dent manner, as though there haul
never been a settlement made of
these matters.
"Considerable part of the funds
were from time to time appropriated
to different commissioners for 'road
and bridge purposes, we examined
reports of 'these gentlemen, with
their vouchers, and find these funds
were disbursed with fidelity./ 1
Then follows an itemized state-
ment of the collections amounting
lo $151,106.21, all of which was well'
and truly accounted for.
Many of the residents of this cotlia-
ty who were deceived by the fake
and slanderotta reports last fall. are
now denouncing most bitterly the
method. used in that canipkigii, to
throw odium and discredit titieofr-aftn
who had discharged the trusts im-
posed in them with fdetity. Both
the records, the courts and the tics
cusers themselves, have vindicated
the former administrations.
ID
Our new exchange has been com-
pleted and the public is respectfully
invited to visit the operating rooms
between the honrk of 9 s. ., and/
o. m. Sundays excepted.
Our switch itgard is the Insist
modern
/ 
apsteodate board in the
south egrno e9epense bas
spared IA* Heart 4be latest
Lions 1#,Ipto,:eiteiiiiiits known to.
the .tilelphone wileh is a guar-




We employ mate toan 75 opera-
torp to oPerate tale swItchboard and
more than this number of other 'em-
ployes to maintain lines and install
new subscribers.
We will ;.ake pleasure in showing










Ten Innings of CrOdeifill Playing





Paducah • • • • ..a ; .""
Vincennes 2 .714








:Paducah 6; .DanvilitCos C.
• 
 ,
Canto 8; ViciteleSel 4.
Mattoon s; Jacksoinfilico.
The (penult ginii-Avith &medic
•was not won anitniefliostrugglie; ailed
it •requiagi ten- innings tu sestle the
contest. Thenp.vihot ifitgoded the
game ane of he .-qpiition that Dan-
ville can play ban the locals
had their hands full in keeping an
unbroken .record, j aniLsplintk bard
'work they cluilked up one mew 'vie-
• tory . The game set* ntifteelfht in&
f.om beginning to the end, and the
fans were fully satisfiegeri • •
'Summary:
Danville— •
C. Fleming 3b.  3 i o o 2 0
Spencer ss. a......1 NI 1; Ph.3.t 3
'Hayworth If.  s i i ,g o o
Wills a e o 3 7 0 o
4 O'Connell ob. 2 I 0 3 o
Holycross rf. jido ( C44 o 0
311110w ,stf  ,o o .0 0
Quiesser c.   I•4 30 1 1 0
Shaw c. 3 o 1 5 0 0





32 5 5.oa 9
4
• as  4
Cilligun ob. ... 4.
liaas lb.  
Wetz01 3b. 'le
Perry as. 4 2
M. Miller ft. •5













Torah— 6 ti 3o eft
E.
2
*One out when winning run wws
made.
Earned runs—Paducah a.
Two base hisa—Wills, Haas, Perry,
Nippers
Stolen *Noes—Wills, Shaw, M
Clam, Perry, Killer. Ames.
Three base hits-.Hayworth.
Sacrifice hits—O'Connell, ifolyeroaa




Struck out -'fly Fleming
Ames 5.
Hit byyitehrti :ball—Spencer. Wet-
zel. . .
Wild pitches-- Anict.
s Left on bases -Dentine R; Paducah
7.




Mattoon . Hs. a oçios Time.
Mattoon. 114 pVbThPpening
game on the bleat ;croon& today was
Flc features were the terrifne hit-
ting of Diehl andtireelitgAstor the
'Hyphens and the brilliant one hand
catch of Brady with base. ftill; and
McCarthy's pitehhor in pinches.
RHE
Mat mon 5 10 I




Cairo Loses to Vi12411211,11.
Cirro, Ill., May go-The Hoosiers
Came to town today gfl then wiped
up the locals this afternoon The de-
feat is attriboted M teiro'. ran er-• .
-R H E
Vincennes   ft 8
Cairo  . 4 7 7
Batteries's-Wallace and Metteton;
WInotiting and 'Wolfe. Umpire, Wroth.
Insults •te- ,,Atnerican Inas Prove
Dangerons."
wo New York, May c._ 4n tiskno n
man who walked down 'flit! 'Main
street of Hoboken today. AiNtinbtrOn
'American flag along in the dirt, wits
encAlbed by ins:regnant -iifirgine,r'veltdW
bed by a policeman, sentstneiell..af
court and put to ..voisich, ,Arenking
stones in a pesfitentin.aw‘listre the
slay wart over. The man, r
diaclhe his identity when epteitidited
by the court, but 451 the.







Unuderstood They Have Much Evi-
dence Charging Unprofessional
Conduct of Certain Lawyers
Tho special investigating commit-
tee of the Paducah Bar Association
continua holding its sessions every
day or two, at which time they •have
before them, witnesses to give eel-
denoeregarding alleged, unprofession-
al methods adopted by some o( the
lawyeras of this city in .prosecnting
their vocation. The committee's sten-
ographic evidence is, becoming quite
volontiimus and it wil take several
weeks; to complete their work.
It is understood that the commit-
teemen have recrived much evidence
showing that certain lawyers of the
association, had rent out -letters to
parties soliciting them to permit the
attorney( to bring suit for them
against different parites, and also that
'the lawyers in question got the l
aw-
yers in question to get the clients 
to
let them institute the litigation wi
th
the understanding that the legal a
d-
visor was to get certain percen
tages
of whatever judgments were gotten
-against the parties sued.
On finishing their investigation 
the
committee will report their evidence
to the full bar association, whic
h de-
cides whether or not the ac
cused
collall be tried, and whether a 
"trial




(Continued From First loge.)
• 
•
-wen ordered an ordinance adopted
oonveying to the board of works
authority to hereafter name the
se
officers, but the opinion has never
reached the council, and fearing it
was lost, the board of works asked
City Clerk Henry Bailey what had
become of it. Yesterday the clerk
responded that he had overlooked
and would pass it in to the council
at their next meeting for considera-
ion.
Elbert Gregory of Twenty-first
and Adams streets reported to She
board that the surface gutter drain-
age around there was very bad and
heeded attention. The city senetner
was directed to look into the . matte
r.
General Manager John Bleecker of
the street railway company was
granted permission to run a temp-
rary track, leading frora his ream
select acr rails on Madison between
Ninth and Tenth street, *crone the
City powerhouse property. and end
at the Illinois Central railroad tracks
ohich run beside the electric plant.
The street car people receive freight
cars full of steel raits and other
heavy material by the railroad at.4
by hying this track from tftli
son street line through the city prop-
erty and no beside thk I. C. tracks
he can run one of his Awn ma:etial
flatcars up to the I. C. cars, loaf the
heavy material from the I. C. car
rto the traction flat, and then haul
the cook to the sheds with notch
less trouble than now exists. At
meaent he has no way of getting
las ears to the I. C tracks. This
scrmission for the temporary track
good for only, thirty days.
Mr. Bleecker wanted authority 
to
run a small switch from his main
line on Caldwell street, over to the
N•. C. & St. L. tracks nearby, 
but
tins propsition was referred to City
Engineer Washington to investigate
before the authority will be given.
The steam heating people were
permitted some weeks ago to tsar
up Second near Jefferson street so
they could get beneath the thorough-
fare and repair the steam heating
mains which run about eight feet
below the surface. The work is now
done, and the heating people file
with the board of works a bond
guaranteejng to keep in good condi-
tion for five years that part of the
were permitted to
excavate. When a thoroughfare is
once dug up it is hard to keep it in
good condition, as it keeps settling,
and to protect the • mun'cipality the.
heating company gives this bond.
Street Inspector Alonzo Elliott
was, directed to look after the bad
surface drainage out on North
Eighth_ street.
Supt. Kebbler of the city's electric
lighting plant, was directed to havid
put in .good condition the electric
mater which operates the machinery,
in the sanitary sewerage system
pumping station on Third and Clay
streets.
The' Police commtssioners were re-
qfesterl to compel patrolmen to get
Warrants for anyong digging up the
patC1ic thoroughfares without first
*ening the necessary permits from
thl. proper authorities. This request
hat -*Special _reference to the tele-
phone companies in digging hoTes
fdr new poles and "deadmen."
' This traction company was given
authority to reconstruct its line of
poles nn Third between Elizabeth




an pad e lec-
lure to hitn, in court for abiiaingle
flag he interrupted, decladpojs'•,rr t
is all it is good for." w/V 44rder
Imposed n sentence of itio:oionfhs.
Robert Carlton, the bra we
plow tuner, telepliose
1
out first having paid the colony and
State license. They were cited to
appear tomorrow afternoon before
Justice Charles Emery at his office
on Legal Ross., at which time they
will be tried. If the war'rants stick,
the carnival people will be nude pay
the county and state license for every
day they exhibit.
Yesterday- morning Director Gen-
eral L. A. Lagc>maraino, of the carni-
val. paid $3oo into ohescounty.cleskl
office a license foe *be combiatO ot-
tractiona for this week. They did erzt
pay anything for last week aod
County Attorney Albeit Barkley a
n-
nounces that this payment does 
not
relieve them from liability for the
week commencing April ioth, when
the festival openeds and for whi
ch,
week they have never paid any Bs-
en se s.
Tomorrow morning in ths police
court the warrant charging the 
carn-
ival with failing to pay City licen
se
for this week comes up. They 
were
exempted from paying last week 
by
the nfunicipal authorities, but the
y are
liable for 'both weeks to county 
and
state, as no release at all was 
given
for these exactations.
This evening during the al
dermanic
Session the carnival men will 
ask
that body to confirm what the
 council
did Monday night, exempt 
them from
city license for this week.
IdEPEA- L OF DUTY IS
HAVING ITS EFFIXT
Imperial Tobacco Company Ope
ns a
Branch at Hopkinsville for
Strip Tobacco.
'Hopkinsville, Ky., May 9.—Th
e
first real -results of the repeal o
f the
5-cent import duty on strip 
tobacco
made by England a few days a
go to
be noticed in Hopkinsville 
was the
active begining of this branch 
of
work here yesterday in the pla
nt of
the Imperial Tobacco 
Company,
sylish 'le ire reisiity the -Foolish 
trost.
CONSUMPTION 't
MR. L, C. HOLLAND PASSED
AWAY YESTERDAY OF
THAT DISEASE.
The Little Son of Mr. and Mrs.
George Moore of South Third
Street, Died Yesterday.
Yesterday afternoon at 5:30 o'clock:
Mr. L. C. Holland died of consump-
tion in their home at 122t Bernheim
asenue, after a lingering illness of
many months.
The deceased was jaorn twenty-
two years ago in MOrshall county.
itioised here when- only-a------few
years of age, with the family of his
father, Mr. J. W. Holland. The
former was a very energetic and
popular young fellow with many
friends who deplore his sad death
a:bids cuts short in its prime a
prospective young life. He was em-
ployed as a retail grocery clerk.
Besides his parents, the deceased
is survived by five brothers. The
funeral services have not yet been
made, but the remains will be taken
to Elva, their former home, for in-
terment.
/Little Boy Passed Away.
Yesterday morning at wo'clock,
Edward, the 33-months-old son of
Mr. and Mrs. George Moore of 913'
South Third street, expired after an
illness with malarial fever. The
funeral services will be held at 2:30
o'clock this afternoon at the resi-
dence. and 'be followed with inter-
ment in °ask Grove cemetery.
Aged Lady Died.
Mrs. J. M. Armstead, aged 7o
years, died at Lowes, and was buried
yesterday.
CARNIVAL WARRANTS.
Were Served Upon Bitlance of
Shaw Me. Yesterday.
WORK ON TAXBILLS
CITY CLERK BAILEY AND AS-
SISTANT DOWN INTO
THE "P'S"
Attorney Ed H. Puryear Hard at
Work Getting Ordinance Revis-
ion in Shape.
Cqszt Clerk Henry Bailey and his
assistant Mr. Henry Enders ars.
working upon the list of tax bills,
showing how much every body owes
the City of Paducah for this -year's






believes they's will get through with
the wlirk by the last of next week,
or the, ensuing week at the outside.
1 hey have ben engaged at this task
since the first of last month. They
have to complete by the first of next
month, as at that time there becomes
Otte the first half of the municipal
taxes and people will commence
payink this public. indebtedness.
' Ordinance Revision.
Aikok-ney E. H. Puryear, who is re-
vising ,the ordinances for the city
officials, now has his stenographer
copyinf off all the laws; so they can
be cOisdensed and re-enacted into
proper form, preparatory to the book
issue. All the ordinances have been
turned over to him by Auditor Alex-
ander''Kirkland who keeps - these
valuable documents in his vault at
the City Hall, being the regular
guardian of them.
•Puryear yesterday' said that
shortly' he would .put several steno-
graphers to work copying the laws
ar they are so voluminous one copy-
ist could not complete the work in
many Months. With all the help he
can prcicare it will take untiis fall to
the get the i documents into bookform.




otten 0Vin into the "P's" in
lie list; the colored side not
yet been reached. The clerk
Aldermen Meet Tonight
Yesterday the six carnival men who This evening the aldermanic board
could not be found the night before holds its regular semi-monthly meet-
were served with the warrants charg- ing in the City Hall general assent-
ing.thema frith operating ahowg voith-my
 chainber.
- Whs. I. G. Maw Wants Divorce.
Washington, May I9.—Mrs. James
G. oBlaitte. formerly . Miss Martha
Hickboqn, the fainotte beauty of
Washington, acknowledges today
that she wouldleave this city on
Saturday for Sioux Falls, S. D., for
the purpose of obtaining a divorce
from 4tx ,husband, James G. Blaine.
"I Calkru4ay anything more dcfi-
rite abont, my future or the details
..f the I contemplated proceedings,"
she said. "because my lawyers have
instructed me not to do so. There
is one thing which I can say, how-
ever, and that is that I am not think-
ing of getting married." Mrs. Blaine
at,ill apply for a divorce on the
sfounds; if cruelty and desertion.
Sono Check Lost.
Mr. K. Hunt yesterday reported
to the nplice that someone entered
the home of his brothc- where in
was visiting, and stole his check-
book, which contained a check for
Sow. They slid not take his vallet
containiog currency. The thief broke
into the place night before last.
Another New 'Auburn.
Auburn. Ky.. May q.—A meteor
fell in this section Monday night and
caused great exeitement. It sounded
like an explosion and shook win-
dow-glasses out of houses here.
Captain James Koger went to
Nashville yesterday on business.
1,hls is the first season which 
the
immense plant here of ,this com
pany
has been operated, and , its 
work
pteking the tobacco for s
hipment
across the water to England, w
here
it was to be stripped.
The repeal of the 5-cent duty, ho
w•
ever, has been taken advantage '
of
by this company here, and 
every
Loynd of tobacco yet remaining un-
packed in their establishment wi
ll be
stripped ,befcire being shipped o
ut.
Other houses are OM expected to
immediately follow this example.
FRANCHISE UNSOLD.
The Bid of One Hundred and Fifty
Dollars Was Too Low.
•
The city councils will again put
its street rattatat franchise on sale
It was sold at auction Monday af-
ternon at 2 o'clock at the city hall
to Pete Burnett, for $tgo, but the
city council members at Monday





LEFT IT IN TOILET ROOM
.IN HOTEL.
Little Roberts Boy Got Lost and
Was Picked Up by the Patrol-
men—Hanson Pantry. Raided.
Bert Parham,- colored who work,
at Riverside hospital, and yesterday
teported to the 'police that he left his
sliver watch in the toilet room of the
New Richmond hotel, and who'll be
went back for it, tits. sieso• was
gone. He could not find it any Properro Sold:
QUALIFICATION
RUTH HARPER FILED COM-
MISSION YDSTERDAY AS
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Many Deeds Filed For Record With
the Clirk—ntairiage License
Ruth Harper qualified before the
county clerk yesterday as a notary
public. She i • stenographer for




The little Roberts buy was picked
up on the street last night by
officers, to whom he stated he was
lost. He was taken to police head-
quarters and held until his parents
were notified and came for him
Hc is a brother of Bert Roberts,
who was taken to the reform school
several weeks ago for stealing a
bicycle from Clyde Baker from in
front of The Postal telegraph office
at Second and Broadway.
Drunkenness Charged. I
J. H. Chapwell, white, was locked
up yesterday by Officer Courtney
Long on the charge of being
&oink.
Pantry Raided.
Yesterday morning when the cook
went into the pantry to get fcod for
treakfast at the home of Mr. Ed-
w. Hansen of 415 Kentucky
avenue, she found someone had
broken into the place the night be-
fore, and made a "clean sweep" of
everything, stealing a barrel of flour,
some hams, butter, eggs, and every-
thing they could find. The depreda-
tion was committeed without any-
one being awakened inside the .home.
Property on me—north- -aide of
Clay between- Ele-venth and Twelfth
streets has been "AR. MS. S. C.
Hymarsh by Mr ,_ . Vaughan
for 1100, and the cl +Aged yester-
day with the clerk fbr- record.
Inek% Eaves sold to Lizzie G. Baz- -
zell for Poo, property on the East
side of Eleventh near Jones street.
For tom land out in the county
was sold to Gertrude Jones by Obe
Hines.
For $4.500, Taylor and Mocquot
sold to J. B. Bartee property in the
addition of the former.
T. C. Leech and wife transferred
to M. C: Vaughan. for Stscisp, prop-




'The clerk issued a license to Alex-
ander Armstrong, aged 24 and Atice
Stewart, aged 22, colored of this city.
This is theh second venture for this.
btide and first for groom.
Miss Helen Alcott and Courtie
Puryear of this city, and Misses
Robertson and Champion of Smith-
land, yesterday went to Chattanooga,




Moved to 315 Broadway
WE ARE NOW SHOWING THE BEST VALUES IN WAL
LPA-
PER THAT HAS EVER BEEN 0 FFERED.
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE THE BARGAINS WE HAVE TO
OFFER YOU. os .
•
For the neat few days Wallpa-
pit that is usually sold elsewhere
at 2o cents per roll, we will sell for
15c per roll.
..Paper usually sold at IOC we will
sell for Sc.
.Paper usually sold at Sc we will
sell at Sc.
We carry a large and complete
line of Picture Frames, Mouldings,
and Window Shades in all colors.
A large line of roofing and build-
ing papers, canvass and tacks.
turtm=nt:=1:::nummun=3:2=
. C. LEE 315  Buy.
It's Up tO You!
Remember it's free. See





Call at on rstore and bear the
specially peppered Records of Bands
and other Instrumental Music, Songs,
Stories, Recitations, and assure your.
jell that this is the best offered. You
Buy cilly the Records.
' ' fiTANPARD TALKING
,t MACHINE RECORDS ARE
FAMOUS FOR THEIR TONE
AND QUALITY.
. ,
As a home entertainer it has no
equal. The best talent in the coiso;•
try is brought right to your fire-
side to while away etrenings with
comical recitations and songs. An
1
 
ft•prottintu dance may be gotten up
:it a moment's notice and here you
have the best orchestra of the coun-
try to ploy the dance. music. Or you
May wish to leadn a song and what
better Mstructor can you have than
ore of the Peerless singers to phrase
a song over and over again if need
be. The possibilities of this wonder-
ful little machine for instruction and
amusement are endless.
Thia Graproptione represents one
of the latest achievements of the
I; rgest and best equipped Talking
Machine Industry in the _world.
Therefor its reproduction will Sur-
prise and delight the most exacting
listener.
The equipment consists of t6-inch
LENDLERO& LYDON.
enamel Steel Horn with large ampli-
fying Bell and Wass Detachable
Horn, Connection.
Detachable Horn Supporting Azle.
Aluminum Swinging Arm—
Noiseless and perfectly conatroe-
tt d Motor.
Oil tempered bearings that will
last a lifetime—
An adjustable Speed Settler—It .
Indestructable.Natural Tense Sound
Box, etc.
One. Standard Talking, Machine
Pree to Every Cnittouser whose Cads
Pnrcrisses amount to
See and hear this wonderfnl instru-









REMEDY FOR APPENDICITIS.GE Extraordinarily Good Results Said
to Have Been Obtained from
Collangol.
GI4,- 
'Consul General Guenther, of Frank-
'Charles Hamrton was Fined $to and
Costs for Mistreating His
\s. Wife. •
•
Yesterday morning in the police
court the warrant charging John Gil-
lespie, colored; with cutting Gus No-
len, also colored, was continued. The
-suit grew out Ofi disptite -They had
-over hack fare o,t about Eighth and
Tennessee streets. Nolen drives for
Charley Clark's livery stable diad- hauled Gillespie who did not want
to pay but twenty-five cents, while
--Nrierrehargett-him half a dollar. t
Louis Hill, colored, ivas tined $20.
'and. costs for whipping a colored
woman out about Seventh and Ohio;
streets.
• Pete Peterson was arraigned. and
!
aftia- fPitt of the evidence was heardi
.-against him, the charge went over
until today. It is claimed that he 
,
and
;a.• young man namedmWyatt got at;
a fight, when he beat the ether trp'
-considerable."
Charles Hamilton was fined $to for
whipping his wife. He resides on
a shanty boat.
INSTITUTE MEETS.
Cathering to Be Held by Farmers
and Others Saturday Aftern000.
••••....••••••
The County Farmers' Institute will
hold a meeting at 2 o'clock next
Saturday afternoon in the county
courthouse and it is requested that
al; members together with all others
intsrested, be present to participate
in the gathering, as numerous ques-1
lions pertinent to the cause will !
-come, before the organization for
settlement.
This is the tirst session of the in-
stitute for several weeks. It is the
recently organized association that
is bending its efforts to increasing
the farming and truck gardening in-
terests of this county and hereby
make Paducah quite a martet in this
respect.
Dirt For Sale.
Anyone wanting rich (tower dirt,telephone George Seitz at 1014 overold 'phone
Most tnea arc to pray fortheir enemies to get the worst ofChicago Tribune.
Happy is as the heart does. 
The '.say to duplicate a fool is t.)argue with him. •
A HARD LUCK STORY.
(By James J. Montague.)
1 fold 'en e that a great big boy was
never meant to stay
A-hangin' round a baby cart in Lin-
coln Park all day;
told 'ern that I had to watch the
fellers playing ball.
An' now I'll bet they wisht that I
had done it, after all.
'For Ma's been cryin' all night long
as if she'd breala her heart
Because I traded baby off for this
here coastin' cart.
You sec, a kid had had the cart fbout.a month or two,
An' !to was sort •a-hankerin' to play
with somethin' new,
An' when he sec me comin' 'long he
talks to me a while.
An' asks me what's the baby's name.,
an' how you made him smile,
An', say! I bragged that baby up all'
told what he could do,
An' pretty soon he said he guessed
•• he'd like to have one, too.
AVell, that's right where I seen my
chance, so I praised up our kid,
'Sr' told him all about his ways, Ai'
all the things he did.
An' said that when he brought him
home t'wud do him good to see
'How glad he'd make his mother an'
, bow pleased his pa would be.
-,An' when I'd talked like that a while
he %anted him so had
bought him for his coastin' cart.--- cause I at was 51 e
1
 fort, Germu iy, reports to the depart.;merit of commerce and labor the sutecessful treatment of appendicitis bymeans of "callangol," a silver solut1011,/He writes:
"Much has been written on the treat-ment of aprondicitis, principally withreference to :he question whether, in agiven case, an operation must be per-formed to save the life of the patient.It would douetless be a great boon if aremedy could be found to make an op-eration unnei 3.ssary. Such a remedy, Itis alleged, has been found under thename of 'wile igol.' Collangol is a formof pure silver soluble in water. Chem-ical manipulations for rendering silver,quick silver aad some other metals sol-tie in water were discovered' withintire last few years. The antiseptic prop-erty of silver has long been known, as,for iustance, ia the form of lunar caus-tic, which ha • also been administeredinternally. l' se, however, has beenvery limited. . od upon this knowi-edeg success: .J eaperlments have beenmade by some noted physicians throughthe use of the soluble, non-irritatingand non-poisonous silver in suppurativediseases, as, for im;:ance, in the dreadedpuerperal fever and other suppurativefevers.
"Dr. Moosbrugger, of Leutkirch, hasnow used collangol In appendicitis, aswell internally and externally. Thistreatment, according to his statementin the last number of the Munich Med-ical Weekly Review, has yielded ex-traordinarily good results. Within twoor three days after treatment a decidedi:uprovement was noticeable in incipi-ent cases. In cases where an inflamma-tion of the peritoneum had alreadytaken place, a cure was, however, veryslow—often only after weeks of treat-ment both internally and externally,r. xeeptIng two with very severe casesout of the 72 which came under his ob-servation and treatment all were curedwithout any surgical operation. Heclaims that this treatment is very muchsuperior to any other, and that he isjustified in stating that every case ofappendicitis, if early diagnosed, be itever so acute and malignant, can becured with collangol without resortingto the knife,
"Id view of the otherwise favorableexperiences with this remedy it is veryprobable that his opinion will prove cor-rect. But after all it will require& greatdeal of very critical observation beforeIt will be safe to dispense with a timelyoperation, which is capable of savingmany elves. The published statementsof, Dr. Monsbrugger are not explicitenough as to the history of the cases tomake a real criticism possible. At allati‘eve ,r Is statmeents deserve carefulattention. 
v 
n the other hand, it cannotyet be stated how long the cure will last.Light cases of appendicitis can behealed for a time, as is well known; thequestion, however, is for how longFurther experiments will be awaitedwith great Interest, says the Didas-Willa."
WHAT LEGAL TERMS MEAN.
Bodice of the Time When Legal Terms
Had a Significance Not
'sown Now.
To most persons the phrase "This In-denture witnesseth" is as much Greetas the common phrase ''Wit-neSS n27hand and seal." Yet Lath are relics ofthe time when these legal forms car-ried with them a significance not ob-taining at present.
Legal documents were once en-grossed upon parchment because papercoat so much more than dressed akinThe parchment was seldom trimmedexactly and the top was scalloped with,.the knife, hence the term "this indent-ure." Even where the lawyers havedeparted from the custom, still obtain-ing in England, of using parchment fortheir legal forms the phrase has beenretained.
In the same way the signature of"hand and seal" is a relic of those old-en times when only clerks and theclergy could wield the pen. It was thecustom for the contracting parties to,lay their hands upon the document Intoken of their good faith and there tomaned a smudge. As these originalthumb marksewere pot easily Idediltied, the gentry added their seals forthe purpose of further establishing thevalidity of the document. It may notbe generally known that a seal is stillrequired in law, though the need forIt passed -with the spread of education,and the bit of red paper aflIxed by i.lanlawyer is as necessary as, the signa-ture to certain documents.
-Aloslelieloof-Aser reurtertweettes orthe WIC when justice sat in the opencourt yardg. and the "dock"Nis from aGerman word meping a receptacle,while, while the "bar" is a Welsh wordlug a branch of a tree used toparate the lords of justice from theirvassals.
The entire phraseology of the benchIs reminiscent of the earlier days, but,having been proven proper, has beenretained.
I thought' it was a real smart trade.
bc9use there's kids to spare
A•kickin' round our little flat an'
under every chair;
put when I told my ma she scream
ed, and pa. he cust an' then
He went to. get the cops to help get
baby back again.
I don't see what they want him for.
he always brought had luck,
An' that there kid that's got him
'now will find out that he's stuck
That that's the way with grown-up
folks; no matter what you do
To help 'em out of trouble, why, th
.blame gets put on you-However nice you try to be, you get
mieunderetood.
An' they don't ever realize, you do
for their good.
It's always turned out jest Ile that
With everything 'I've did.
I tell you what, it's pretty hard some-
times to he a kid.
His Profession.
"What do you do for a living! WhatIs your trade or profession?" asked thejudge of the prisoner.
"I am, your honor, a pliarmacooca-tagraphologist." His honor threat-ened to line him for contempt of court,but he proved that the word was allright, meaning a writer of prescrtp.Mao—Philadelphia Press.
Not Square.
"How do we know the 'world isround" asked the school teacher."Because we know it isn't square,"promptly replied the toy who had beenabsorbing knowledge about graft salboodle.--Philadelphia Record.
A TEST BY FIREMEN.
EXPLOSIVIN BURNED TO AS-
CERTAIN TEE DA.NGER.
01.14xidges Explode with InsufficientForce to Do such Damage—
Interesting Expert-
moat.
An interesting experteuent was madea few days Owe at the convention offiremeei at Duluth, says the BostonHerald, for the purpose of having de-termined the extent of danger therewas to firemen .in entering a burningbuilding known to contain ammuni-tion. In a great many hardware storesIt is known that ammunition is carriedIn stock, and in gun stores ammuni-tion, of course, is a regular part of thestock in trade. It has been thoughtthat this class of material was of acharacter that would prove seriouslydangerous in case of Ire, because fire-men would naturally be afraid to ea-tar buildings where, In consequence ofimplosion', their lives would be endan-gered. It has been customary in mosttitles to have ordinances passed reg-ulating the amount of gunpowder thatcan be carried in a mercantile stock,and also designating the manner inwhich the powder shall be kept andthe place in the store in which the re-ceptable shall be placed. Thus, inBoston, the ordinance 'provides thatgunpowder shall be kept in a metalreceptacle; that the amount carriedat ‘ny one time shall be strictly lim-ited, and that the metal box in whichIt is hept shall be placed near thedoor of the store at a place known tothe firemen, so that in the event ofare it can be easily removed. Butwith axed ammunition regulations ofthis kind are not in force, and a greatdeal has been left to the discretion ofthe dealers in these supplies.A current belief has existed that Ifa gun store were to take fire it wouldbe dangerous to enter it, and, indeed,It might be dangerous for anyone topass In the near vicinity at the timeof the fire. The experiments made atDuluth were for the purpose of deter-mining the conditiods under whichexplosions of ammunition took place,and how these compared with condi-tions that determined the explosion ofgunpowder. Gunpowder in bulk willexplodt with great force, and the ex-ploding of one keg may tear open ad-jacent kegs, and the flash of fire fromthe first may be communicated to thesecond with such rapidity that the ex-plosion is practically simultaneous.The experiment made at Duluth wasin a building put up for the purpose,In which were placed thousands ofrounds of ammunition of all kinds,both in paper shells and also metallicrifle and pistol cartridges. Altogeth-er, In tbe two tests, in ore of whichthe cartridges were left free, and theother in which they were pet In con-fined space, as In boxes, teu,000 or morecartridges must have been made thesubject of the experiment.
It was found, as the result of Put-ting these in buildings specially builtto be burned down, that an explodingcartridge has not sufficiest force totear open the adjacent cartridge, and.therefore, cannot communicate fire tothe powder charge of its neighbor Ina fire each cartridge explodes individsgaily, and explodes when its pantoular primer is heated to the fleshingpoint, but the flash from °se cartridgecannot set off the adjacent cartridge,consequently, hatred of having simul-taneous explosions, there Is a eeriesof explosion* though whoa there arelarge quantities of ammunition burn-ing these follow in quick succession,Uke musketry lire.
The danger from dying fragments ofexploding cartridges is found not tobe a serious matter, as the cartridgeshell, when unsupported by the funchamber, bursts at the first Indicationof pressure and thus allows the gasesto escape at a relatively low pressure.The escaping gap expends its *newIn tearing openAbe shell rather thanin throwing the bullet forward, antias there, Is nothing to confine the es-taping gas, it has little propulsiveforce. Often the heads of the cart-ridges are torn cif and thrown comeIt'tle distance, but the bullets hardlyever fly; that is, the heavier parts ofthe cartridge remain behind and onlythe lighter parts are thrown off, andthis with no great force or velocity.In a fire firemen can keep well beyondthe range of the thrown fragments andstill be within easy working distance11/ d as close to the fire as the best will
• In the Duluth tests it was found thatfragments of cartridges were thrownfrom 20 to 30 feet, but with so 1w avelocity that those who were hit suf-fe-2ed-ho ilisoomittisre. ---Tbe-berned contained more than 404peunds of black and smokejess pow-der, a sufficient quantity, It kept inbulk, to have made a very serious ex-plosion; but when thus divided It wasfound that little, If any, damage wtuldbe caused by it.
FRENCHMAN'S LOVE-LETTER
Example of the Ardent Epistles
Written by the Sighing
Swain.
Frenchmen are generally held to be—I cannot say perfect lovers, as Mr.Sutro understands them—but skillfullovers, writes M. Toaster, In the Lon-don Daily Mail.
Now, everybody knows that letterspia.' a great part in lovemaking, andthat more than one woman has beencaptivated by the poetic and romanticwriting of the mail she loved.An amorous Frenchman, writing IASuzanne, for instance, will begin hisletter with "Ma petite Suzanne eherle."or "Ma mignonne adoree," "Mon petitchat" (cat here has not the same senseas the English "eat"), or "My sugarySuzanne." Rat, poulet (chicken),canard (duck), but never "goose," arethe pet names usually employed.At the end of his litter, in which hehas sworis to love her and be faithfulto her forever. or, has thrcateacd tocommit- suicide by drinking • mortalmixture of peppermint and water, theamorous Frenchman will "embrace"Suzanne "with all the strength ofhis soul," or "devour her with kisses,"or said her -a thousand caressee fromher wicked X ," anchpoor Suzannewill immediately answer and yield, be-cause she will be afraid of being thecause of a suicide, and, above all, be-cause she finds that after all he isa nice fellow.
Ah, if we were allowed to have srlook into the letters addressed "posterestante" in Paris, we should be edi-fied, as without exaggeration six out'of ten letters sent to all the post of-fices in the gay city are love mes-aaVe.
It is extraordinary how many kisses-the postmen ciarry! It is a kind ofmodern torture of Tantalus for them.In France, where breach-of-promisecases are almost unknown, Motilehave not the sItne opportunities ofrunning themselves over love nits-alVii read in court and printed inthe newspapers, as often happens hereBut a compensation may be found inthe "Petite Correspondence" of cer-tain french journals.
The lines printed there are some-times extraordinary, and it is-easy todivine what exciting love adventuresor passionate dramas lurk behindthese public lore communications.
This example will prove that I donot exaggerate. The following linesappeared in a Parisian paper, and Itrantdate thtm literally:
"I suffer too much. I adore you, andf cannot think you love nother man.Your letter gave me confidence in ourfuture happiness. I am mad! I shalllove you forever! If you are happy,forget, me; but I shall always be yoursif you are in trouble. Despairing kissfrom your alave„ X."
HONOR OF THE CHOCTAWS
Whole Nation Is Shocked by a Breach
of Faith on the Part
of One
The Choctaw Indians term them-'elves a nation rather than tribe, and.just Dow the nation feels deeply dis-tressed by the fact that one of its.members has broken faith. He hadmade a promise and failed to keep leBecause of this the nation deems itselfdishonored.
The Choctaws are red men. In thelofty character of their code and therigid adherence to its unwritten provestone they rise above any body ofwhite men in the world. The Choctawgives his spoken pledge and no bondIs asked. If charged with edge oiunder conviction, he goes his way until,the appoints° time, and then he comesunsought and unattended to face trialor death. That such should be his enn-duet is accepted by his fellows as merematter of course.
A few years ago Walla Tanaka,full-blood Choctaw, by profession a ballplayer, was found guilty of murder andsentenced to be shot. Between the dayat sentence and the day of executionintervened the baseball season. Thedoomed prisoner was turned loosew It.h011t any formality of ball. Instruct-
ed when to return and be executed.He played ball as if no unusual con-dition existed and upon the arrival ofthe fatal day was on hand and facedthe rifles without flinching. The Inci-dent was considered remarkable by allbut the Choctaws themselves. Ac-cording to their lights no other dot-come was possible.
The Choctaw whose faithlessness hashurt the pride- of his people is chargedwith homicide and he had been re
-his own recogrierece There
Sanitarium and Sanatorium.Tfiese two terms are frequently con-fused: "SanItaripm" is from unites,meaning healt1T, and is correctly appliedto a healthful plac4i a resort for con-valescents. Sanatoriiim, from *snare, toheal, is correctly applied to institutfotedestined for the special triatmelet atstab persons, as, for instance, placesWhere consumptives aro taisto&—Ityorsoa's American Family Maelkaliale
Plain Talk.
Hoisewife—And you left your lastOtos because of a eusrrel with You*isistreest
Applicant—Not a quarrel. num"How was it, then?"
',Pell, mum, she was either hater-(Kin' wid me, an' I shpolte to her asone lady to another." — trevelandIadder.
dorn)-i- -- -I Ma deAladdee-id•iliteMailizeee•AO-inie-eU-'ittop
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Subscribe For The Register
A Good Bicycle
is equivilent to • horse ready saddled and bridled atL your door, with
spirits as high as your own, and and seneetively responsive to pree•
sure of foot and touch of hand.
Te "Tnim• 9) Rambler,10 -"Monarch"and "Imperial" Bicyclesare still in the lead.
fling and speedy.
If in the market
oan save you money.
Cheapest stock of




The Peer of the cycle builder's
for a wheel it veill pay you. toBicycles ill000 up.
tires bells pumps saddles, etc., in the city.tire. Thick wearing sartoel, for
art.. Easy rus-
set our Has. Wee




WILLIAMS BICYCLE COMPANY,istl and 321 North Fifth Street. Next ter Kentuchg Theatre.
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Was no doubt that he would return for
•trial, but he falled to return and later'was eaptused and brought bark. He
can expect little sympathy from theIndians, for he has shattered a tradi-
tion dear to them,
In it possible Oat the Choctaw is
becoming too civilised! If he is to beregarded in the future as no more hon-
est than the paleface, the change must
be deplored. When a white marl ischarged with Serious offense he mustremain in prison or give substantlil
hail. For him to give this and thenvanish, not to show himeolf again. is Office Phone.369, 
Residence Ph 041t 726
no uncommon procedure. To trust a
white murderer at laeg• on the the-
ory that he wouldveluntarily walk tc
exeCutlon weu,. be a plena of folij
The Indian, stoles', untaught In any
academic schOol at conduct, lacking
the advintage at generations trainee
In morals, yet can give a lesson It
those who should be its superiors.
REAL &TAM AGENCY'PADUCAH REAL. EST WESTIRN KENTUCKY FARUL Kha1111014THLY PAYMENT gLOTS FOR INVESTMENT. 11CMPEIRIIIICENTUCKY REAL ESTATE pURNAL  AND PIANZIJIT__FREE-TO IIVERVWW. SEND FOR IT.
'MG a et W. WEIIITTEMIG. Peadsausok. Ns,
• Bed News.
"First Hobo—'Ere's a etc° got
Second Hol)o—Wote up now?
nits t : -; „pg,‘.;e viute„ga
titT7er„,"--
Abram L. Weil & CoFIRE INSURANCE -
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1TLES CHEAP IN EUROPE. KEEPING THE WORLD WARM.
An Instance Illustrative of the Read-
'knees with Which They Are
Accorded.
"The martial spirit that Pervade/
Europe makes the average Civilian very
much of a nonentity as he journeys
about the gay capitals WOOS the os
ter," remarked Henry Stern, accord/
big to the San Prencisco Chronicle.
"Which leads pp to the advice that,
If you want td attract attention when
jou go to Europe, you want to have a
military title attached to your name.
She fact was forcibly impressed oa
my mind while I was on a European
tour some time back. The clerk at
the Grand hotel in Paris remarked to
me Mat two distinguished officers from
my city had been epending some time
at the hotel a little while before. I
was curious to see who they were, so
we looked bade over the register for
their names. We found them with-
out much trouble. The first to greet
my gaze was written down in this
fashion:
* "Col. M. H. Tleeht,' San Francisco,
(1.. U. S. A.'
"Further down on the page," inter.
rupted the clerk, "you will notice the
name of Gen. Selz"
"There, in a bold hand. was in-
ekribed 'Jacob Sala, Gen. Iler., San
Francisco, CC., U. B. A.'
"What actually happeqed w‘a this,
as I subsenuently learned. Satz, who
is well known as the owner of a big
tannery at Benicia, arrived at the Do-
tel, ,.and, nothing Col. Hecht's name
and title on the register, decided that
be needed a title himself. So he wrote
aner his name what he thought was a
proper abbreviation for 'general mite
thandise.' It worked beautifully. Dur
tom his stay it the hotel he wair
'rts
spectrally addressed as 'Gen. Ma"
THE MOUSE IN THE AUTO.
Description' of a ?rap That Gives the
Captive a Ride After It Is
Caught
Now It is an automobile mousetrap
it is made of perforated tin and has
three wheels. The wheel in front is
several !aches in diameter and resem
• bles the wheel In • squirrel cage,
says the New Pork Bun.
When the mouse has entered the
trap and taken the but, thus Closing
the door behinn him, a little passage
leads him to the big wheel In front
Here an ingenious arrangement allows
him to stet In but prevents his getting
out of the big wind t once he has en-
tered.
In his setortis to (rape the moose
sets tbe big wheel to witirling. This
rents on the floor and acts like the
driving wheel of a locomotive In •
minute the mouse Is spinning knout
the floor.
4 Just Why It shontil be thought ad-
visable to give the mouse an mitt>
mobile ride after be is caught the
mousetrap eeales-doesn't know. What
I, more to the point with him is that
the little novelty lisa aitracted a toed
' deal of attention and hence sales have
been frequent.
WATERSPOUT IN THE ALPS.
Startling Phenomenon Recently Wit-
nessed in One ef the Noun-
tamn Lakes.
The rare epectscie of a waterspest
• on one of the Swiss lakes was wit-
nessed and fiertunatelY photographed,
on the afternoon of Jane 19 last. The
phenomenon appeared at a little after
lour o'clock, In the middle of the Lake
• of Zsg, which lien at the foot of the
Rigl Observes-3 at Feleenegg saw a
vaporous cone form in the lower part
of the clouds hanging over the lake,
while at the same time the water di-
rectly beneath began to wrinkle la a
peculiar manner. Than a foamIrg
sin, wtth high. whirling walls el
• • ater. some 20 feet is diameter.
• firmed in the center of the lake. A
huge jet of water leaped upward
whHe the cloudy.cone descended from
above until a funnel was teemed col-
aectiug the lake with the the:da. the
height of the funnel was eetimated ai
felon" 4,010 to 5.000 feet. Tie entire
phenomenon traveled sote tweet weej
with a high wind, stud lastei about .30
ininutes.
Rivers Under Deserts.
The tiesert places ore015Wiarg
?fivers. 'The great fighsrlk to the souzil
.of Alger:a. Is deriving great benefits as
the outeotaz of a government irriga-
tion mission, ,vhich has been intrustel
with the task of boring for water at
•onaifferalMil depths. Dr-marry- -par
abundant springs have tieen met 'Alien
rise to the surface and enable cultiva-
tion of land which has long .been
waste. Some of the borings may roach
*depth of from 1,660 feet Su close upor
2,000 feet. Already It Is possible in
-certain of the palm groves in the owes




Illeglee that "armeded the ',barge of
the Light Brigatle. at Baleklava" are
as women in Flatten d as the original
cherry trees' that George Washington
did not ent down are in America. Now
Lied ?redeem., who wall one ef tie
01, sari the charge was not sounded;
that the troopers were among the' gums
Wore anyone thengbt of a bugle
.erder.
eriarfalese,
*I learned a smattering
mos in college," field she.
"filen't you think that was • bed
Hear some one asked. '
•lefe, you see I tnatvr get enough of
anything to unfit me for beemnIng a
A real good bousekeeper."--DetrOlt Pres
?raw
of everp
Safe to Predict That the Temperate
Zones Will Always Be
Comfortable.
If all the peoples of the earth should
suddenly insist on being kept as warm
during the cold months as the average
Amerloan dole"; the resulting demand
for fuel would revolationize the world's
trade and transportation, says Youth's
Companion. Nothing impresses our
winter traveler; among the civilized
Peoples of Europe more than the low
temperatures which they endure, Mr.
Howells, In his recent book, "London
Films." casts a gentle slur On the Eng-
lish firepluae, with its meager outgiv-
ing of heat, but concedes that "At the
end it is a question of whether you would
rather be warm and well, or cold and
well; we choose the first course, and they
choose the last."
The rest of the world makes small de-
mands upon the fuel dupply for warming
dwellings. In some cold regions of the--
earth It is regarded as detrimental to
health to have rooms artificially heated.
In many cold regions the people have
little more artificial warmth than the
domestic animals in our barns.
The United States has been peculiarly
fortunate, first in its enormous wooded
areas, and second in its coal-beds, oil-
wells and natural gas. The coal supply.
It is estimated, will last, at the present
rate of consumption, nearly 3,000 Team.
However long the great coal supplies
of the world may hold out, it is safe to
predict that the peoples of the temper-
ate zone will net have to migrate to the
tropics each winter, even after an the
coal is exhausted. The winds and the
tides may be harnessed to dynamos as
effectively as the waterfalls, and there
are other heat-giving possibilities; but
for the present coal is the world's chief
reliance for artificial heating.
PRESIDENT AS SUPPRESSOR
News of Government Proceedings
Often Withheld by Yr.
Roosevelt.
President Roosevelt is the most
successful suppressor of news that
the country has had In the White
House for the past 25 years. If a
topic is discussed at the White House,
and the president decides that it
would be unwire to let the news of
It get into the newspapers, he has
no trouble in effectually "bottling up"
all those participating in the confer-
ence.
This policy of keeping certain
things quiet, says the Brooklyn Eagle,
has been tried in the past by other
presidents, but none of them was so
successful la it as Mr. Roosevelt. Her
has an impreesive manner of letting
his confreres know his wishes, and
It Is rare Indeed for one of them to
disobey the injunction of secrecy.
This fact has been brought out a num-
bef of times lately, particularly when
New York politics have been under
discussion at the White House.
President Roosevelt has very lib-
eral ideas about publicity In connec-
tion with naticnuil affairs, and gives
Ma cabinet officers great latitude in
talking with representatives of the
press about public matters. But it
sometimes ka.ppena that he believes
that peblicity wie do no good and a
great deal of halm. In such cases
he Imposes secrecy, and his caution
is Invariably strictly observed.
PATENTS HARD TO CT.
- --
Much Red Tape Is. Necessary to Ob-
tain ltielat of Invention in
Mestoo.
—
To procure a patent In Mexico the
party making earplliAtion. unless pres-
ent in person, mist furnlith his repro-
-sentative with a let er of authority-
carts de poder in Sr.anish-signed by
Ihimself or herself in the presence of
two witnesees Onlitarity legalisation
'by a Mexican notictil is not requir.-d
must be borne In mind that one
carte de poder will not answer for
fteteral applications. as each applica-
tion for either patent or trade mart
ent4t be aetximpanieti by a separate
carts de ander This must be acmes-
par,ied by a full an.ei ecmpiete descrip-
tion, and claims of ise4A Inc the inven-
tans. If they are smut in Spani:h
teazle for filing they must be in erten-
cate. on clear white toper 330 by 216
millimeters, approximately 13 by 18%
English inches. writings with type-
wrtter.on one side only Id the paper,
leaving op each sheet a left hand
margin of one-fourth the width of the
paper. Of ..colurse If they are not
sent in .elptnish the locai represents
to  all the detstig„ which
Is by far the better way. He shou
he furnished with full names, profes-
sion. citieensbip and residence of
applicant. •
Bicycles in Germany.
Cowan' Gotisral Guenther t,f 'Task-
fort reports that, according to a corre-
spoodent of the Frankfurter felting&
finly a very Inaltnillcant portion of time
bicycles used in Switzerland is sup-
plied by the home industry. During
the last live years 71,600 bicycle; *ere
arnported Into leftzerland of whlih
*).50.0 were (eeman. 12,600 terenin. 6.
ea) Amreicar. and 1.700 English. Less
tbe.fl ten years ago ngland controlled
the Swiss bicycle musket; to-day the
English trade therein is almost nil
The Zeitung correspondent says that
the imports from Germany are steadily
'Screwing, keys, bells, lanterbs, oil
dins, etc., coming almost exclusively
Rom 4111rtmany.
mis Living Expenses.
Mr. Jackson (surprised)-Bo yo' find
Veer Livingespenses are, reduced one
hail einee you got married?
Mr. Johnson edesperstely)-Yale, de
other bolt he; to go for household Ole
penses.-Llfs.
CHAFING DISH "SLUFF."
Concoctions Always clooked Before
They Are Brought in from
the Kitchen.
The waiter placed the chafing dish
carefully on the table and removed the
cover with a flourish. 4, Was a very
ornateLltafing dish with Silver lobsters
holding up the bowl, and the lamp was
ornamented with crabs anal'fishes and
other denizens of the deep, says the
New York Globe. "I wish he wouldn't
take away the cover," complained the'
girl who prided herself on her ao•
qualatance with the saucepan. "I like
things well cooked," and she stirred
the savory mess with a big spoon and
turned up the flame of the ornate lamp.
The waiter approached with a cynical
smile and informally, familiarly. Per-
haps even a bit impertineutly, he said:
"It's thoroughly cooked, miss. Was
cooked before it left the kitchen. That
ea is just • bluff._ If we served
things 141U cooked the—relitsitirii*
would be boycotted in a week. Every
one thinks he can make things in a
chafing dish and likes to turn the lamp
up and down and stir the contents of
the dish, but not one in a thohsand
that orders these things eOuld cook
them It's all a bluff. The chafing difill
is very good to keep a thing hot and-
lothink the rarebits ought to be served
In ttem, but it's all a bluff as far as
restaurant cooking is concerned. The
stuff that's served in them is not
cooked in a chaftng disk either before
or after it reaches the table."
And then the girl, with as much d
ally as she could command, served the
crab-most and deftly heaped the green
peppers at one side and the mushrooms
at the otter side, and tried to look as
If she didn't know the waiter was
witten a hundred miles.
SMITH AFRICAN HORSES.
Nine-Tenths of the Animals That
Are Now Sold Are Raised
by Kaffir'.
South Africa is foreseen as itchier
leg its destiny by becoming one of the
great horse producing countries of the
world. At the present time the man
Who would dabble in horse flesh needs
both experience and courage. The
Kaiiirs provide nine-tenths of the
horses sold. When a dealer arrives
in a native territory he sends round
word that he %as come to purchase
horses and the Datives roll up with
all sorts and descriptions of the equi-
nine tribe, which for the most part
are of no earthly use. The man picks
out an animal and the owner names
an exorbitant price, which he never
hopes to receive, the dealer offering
• stun which no sane man could ac-
cept. But eventually a price is agreed
on and the owner receives a writtea
order fer the amount, Which he re-
deems in the evening by coming to
the dealer's hotel and receiving cash.
By easy stages a descent Is made on
the next purchasing site and by de-
grees a decent sized troupe is got to-
gether. NThen these arrive at their
final destination their original owners
would not recognize them. They have
been clipped on the way down, had a
Idar condition powders and had a 
.ertl cleaning.
ROME WITHOUT A DOCTOR.
l'or Six Hundred Years the Em-
pire Was Minus
Physician.
According to Pliny. Rome teuriehed
for 600 years without a doctor It is
maintained by some, howevre that
when making thiastatement Pliny was
net aware that certain Greek physi-
cians resided in Rome, at least during
a part of the period named. But there
is certainly no question that in the
early days of its history, physicians
were very scarce in Rome, and doubt
ISM because there was little OrritSiOn
for "heir services. With the advance
of civilization maladies have multiplied
and with the increase of disease there
has been a proportionate increase of
physicians. There are at the present
time In the United States not ieas
than t50,000 physicians, and the slam
• Is increasing at the rate of severel
thbusand annually. Whether or nal
the world is better for this great mul-
tiplicity of medical men is a question
upon wIslch there may be a difference
of opinion.
(Colors in Glass.
Changes In the color of glass are
caused by eubjeoting it to the action
of what are known as ultraviolet rays
of-light. --fiermeinint-ef
may be obberved on high mountains,
where old glass from bottles originally
green, after eiposure to the light of a
great elevation In the regions of per-
petual snow, attains a beautiful pale
purple tint. The same result may also
be seen in connection with the glass
isenlators used on telegraph or tele-
photo lines In mountain districts.
Hub.
"Whitt makes SkrIbbler walk ao
eheety?"
"Why, man, that fellow titled do
nonduct the 'Through the' Looking
Glass' column on a paper down in
Indiana. If you look close you'll see
a cute little halo arbund his head
j when his hat is off. He knows Riley
! aid all those big guns by ' sighL
Why• shouldn't he Walk chesty?".-.
Milwaukee Sentinel.
He Meant Well.
"I meant to start off the new year
by giving the first woman I sate stand-
ing up my seat in, the street ear. But
, I didn't do ft."
I "Old habit too strong, ehr'
"No; I couldn't get a seat to give
her."-Cleveland Plain Dealer.
RUIN THE PICTURES.
PEOPLE WHO "BUTT IN" WHEN
CAMERA IS WORKING.
Scenes Carefully Arranged by Mow-
ing Picture Artists Are Dis-
turbed and Rendered
Useless.
"Our work is sometimes serionsly
interfered with by the buttinskis, and
then again there are times when their
slamming In helps us," said the man-
ager of a moving picture concern, who
himself 'frames up the incidents and
supervises the taking of the pictures
"It i impossible to guard against the
folks with the butting-in habit, for
When they see anything unusual corn-
ing off on the street or in lany public
place their natural busybody lnktinct
takes hold of them, and ,they're bound
to nudge up and take a hand in the
eetitngs.  
, "Over in Trenton a few Weeks ago
t'-fixed up a horsewhippine scene.
The Brat part of the set was easy
enough to get. It was a scene in a
restaurant, In which a pretty girl,
seated a/ a table a little distance away
from nother table at which a frolic-
some man with a homely wife is din,
tog, falls to making goo-goo eyes at
the man.
"The second scene, in which I at..
ra ged to have the horsewhipping take
e, took place outside the restau
ant. We'd got police permission to
take the pictures, and I had two or
three men stationed in front of the
restaurant to keep the crowd back
while the phony horsvvhIpping we." In
progress.
"When everything was all set and
the machine was snapping away at the
homely wife laying the lash across
the taco and shoulders of the flirts-
ttous girl-the lash looked like rattan,
but It VIM a phony, and didn't hurt
at all-our troubles began.
"First a big vannigan of a man
slammed in and grabbed my homely
woman by her lash-wielding arm,
bawling that be didn't believe in see-
ing no woman stinging another wom-
an like that. and that queered one set
of films. The machine had to be
stopped while the big buttInski was
br log informed that the thing was
or ly a tableau, and. that he didn't
belong to the picture.
"He took the gibes of the crowd sour-
ly, A that, and looked to be in so
mil-it of a mi-ri to kick nee ---er to
pieeee that I had to get a cop to walk
tern down the street. '
, 'When we got all set again and the
harsewhipping of the flirtatious girl
was once mc-e going on a scrawny
h:.tchct-faced woman, who had lust
Ieired the, oeter cirele of the crowd,
am d who wasn't up to what was corn-
ire off, rughed into the scene with a
shriek, grabbed my two acting women
by the hair, and started in tek rough
house them both for their 'indecency
in fighting on the street.' as she yelled
at them The machine had to be
stopped Again.
"The Incident as I had framed It
an didn't call for anything like that
sad it arranged that after the whip
p'ng had proceeded for a space the
gelity husband of the hom.ely wife
was to rush in and attempt to sep
trate the two women, when his wife
was to turn on him with the lash, caus-
ing him to skiddoo down the street
The earl with the goo-goo eye4 was tc
seize the whip from the other worn-
in's hands and ..rt in to get hunk
for the ruttite she'd received, the
scene ending v.. that way."
CETHRONING OF ALCOHOL
Being Brought About by the Nod-
ern Spirit of Scientific
Research.
— -
Another potent factor in the dot !Iron
log of alc:)hol has been the spirit oi
scientific research of recent years, says
an Open Letter, in Century. In the'
great laboratories scientists have bees
carefully studying the effects of "Liu>
lactic liquors upon the various organs
of the body, and, although they differ ID
their conclusions upon some points, the
result is that those physicians who have
meat closely followed these invtatiga
Goias have, almost or entirely, abjuree
alcoholics as a necessary part of theli
therapeutic qiitfit. These elaborate
studies of alcohol have convinced manj
that the nourishing andestrengthenins
properties formerly ascribed to alcohol-
ics existed only in the imagination, and
belong to the errors of an age which hat:
no facilities for accurate observation
The food qualities of the grains and
eessiese41, mew_feei leveed if, many gh,,
thorldes. are destroyed in the process of
making alcoholic drinks. Eveh the
stimulating qualities ascribed to alcohol
ire denied by many, who class It among
the narcotics because of its depressant
effect.
When Genie Was Cheap in Kansas,
kven as late as. 18S6 and 1867 veni
son was as cheap as beef In the fall
the ehoicest tuts Selling for 121/ cents
a ponnd, while wild turkeys could Is
had for 71 cents each when tame tur
kilts PO larger sold for a dollar. Brant
or wild geese were bard to get rid of,
as no one liked their meht. There
war little fishing, not nearly so good
as now, and the fish were nearly all
perch or cat. The line herd of 200
bead of deer in Uncle Joe Levrife deer
;lark came from a pair he caught in'
the early days and penned up In a
pasture lot.-Anthony Republican.
Congo Salt Marshes.
Along the central part of the Congo
river there are • number of salt
1 marshes. The Riftlealts dig shallow
holes in these, whence issue streams
of hot meter which, on being evap






"Saves 25 per cent. Of the Operator's
Time which is your time.
Underwood Typewriter Co.,
241 Broadway, New York.
Main and Fourth Sts., Louisville.
CENT is ALL IT WILL COST TOOto write for our big FREE BICYCLE catalogueshowing the most complete line of highi-gmar"BICYCLES, TIRES and fitnifDIKIES at inIcT
BAL0W any other "manufacturer or dealer in the world.
Di) NOT eur A BICYCLE frc" airj.at airy price
or on ay.p of terra, until you have received our complete Fre. Cate,
Logue.; illustrating and describing every kind of high-grade and low-grodi
bicycles, old patterns and latest models, and learn of our remarkable LOSS
MICER and wonderful new offers made possible by selling (rum factors
WHOP AlreenlipeelL re/fsent a teal defrost% , Pay the Freight and
to rider with no middlemen's profits.
10 nays Fres WY and make other liberal terms which no othvi
home in the world will do. You will learn everything and get much vale
able information by simply writing us a postal.
We need a "Moe Assaf in every town and can offer an opportunal
to make money to suitable young men ,frho apply at once.
$8.50 PUNCTURE-PROOF TIRES0 N L Y
o
418.50 yr pair.
ar Prkt $ .80 $468°PER RAM
To Introduce
We Will Soli NAILS. TACKSOR GLASS
Yon a Sample WONT LET
for Only OUT THE AIR
(CASH WITH 011111111 seise)
NO MORE TROUBLE FROM PUNCTURES.
Result of 15 years experience in tire ,
making. No danger from THORNS. CAC-
TUS. PINS. NAILS. TACKS or GLASS.
Serious punctures, like intentional kn-fc cuts, can
be vulcenized like any other tire.
Two Hundred Thousand pairs now in actual use. Over
Seventy-free Thousand pairs sold last year.
Wanes+ the thlek robber trend
"A" and puncture strips i•ls"
mad .D," also rim strip .•11"
to preload rim cutting. This
tire will outlast any other
make-HOFT. ELASTIC and
EASY 11.11.10LNO. ii-
oraIMIPTIVII. Made in all sixes. ill, lively and easy riding, very durable and lined inside
with a special quality of rubber, witch never becomes porous and which closes up small punctures
without all owing the air to escape. We have hundreds of letters from satisfied customers stating
that their tires have only been pumped up once or twice in • whole season. They weigh no morerina
an ordiaary tire, the puncture resisting qualities being given by several layers of thin, specially
prepared fabric on the tread. That "Holding Seek" sensation commonly felt when riding on asphalt
or soft roads if overcome by the patent -Basket Weave" tread which prevents all air from being
siqueesed out between the tire and the road thus overcoming all suction. The regular price of these
tires is $8 50. per pair, but for advertising purposes we are making a special factory price to the rider
of only We per pair. All orders shipped same day letter is received. We ship C.O.D. oh-approval.
You do not pay a cent until you have examined and found them strictly as represented,
We will air • malt diniount of 5 per cent (thereby making the ri ice S4.58 per pair) if you seed
FULL CASE WITS OZDE11 and enclose this advertisement. We will also send one iii.l...el
plated braes heed pump and '../Q Sampson metal puncture closers on full paid orders (these metal
puncture closers to he used in rate of intentional knife cuts or heavy gashes). Tires to be retatocd
at OUB expense u for any reason they are not anisfactory on examination.
We are perfectly reliable and money vent to inns as parr as in a bank. Ask your Postmaster,
tanker. Erpress cw Freight Agent or the Editor of this paper about us. If you order • pair of
theme tires, you will fi on eathat they will ride easier. n faster, w r better, last longer and klao
yol
finer than any tire eve ever used or seen at any price. We know that you will be so well pleased
that when you want • bicycle you will give us your order. We want you to send us • small trial
order at once. hence this remarkable tire offer.
bent-up-wheels, s‘ddles, pedals, parti and repairs, :IndoilAsnur-BRAIKES, everything in the bicycle line are mold- hy us at half thessual
prices charged by dealers and repair men. Write for our b  litI1 74)44; frainige'Ole DITYLNIG a
DO NOT wAff ,'Z'ycr(tr'eauspal r portIrletlroT;, anyone until you know the new and
wonderful offers we are making. It only costs a postal to learn everything. Write it NOW. ,




.The moat despised drudgery of housekeeping -is the care of the
several fires and the sweeping up of the ashes and dust they pro-
duce. Unteec of coarse., you own -a 
•
Hot, Water or Steam System'
Only one gre then needed and no dust or ashes in the living
morns. Estimates free.
d Marman




Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 3nd and Monroe
And;Household:Goods. Poth 'Phones s




Mosquitoes are coming fast and
you should protect yourself against
them, as they carry deeease germs. .
Skat Skeeter;
is guaranteed to keep them .off. Man-ufactured and sold only at
 M'PHERSONS
WANTS 
1401-EL FOR RENT—Readyfernishkd ae,ellinson Springs, write orrelephone.401, Log, Hinson, Spgs.,
_
Fqlt, ower apartments
eckliielee 604 th Sixth street.
RAWLEIGH.
IF 
WANTED—For U. S. Army;able-bodied unmerried men betweenages of 21 and• 35; citizens of theUnited !Plates, of go racter andtemperate hab• speak, re....1and write E or informationapply to Rec in *offices, NewRich d aducah. Ky.
wb five room cot-tages at 506-8 Ohio street. Tele-phot4 '6111135E:
FOR §4eil,,Er 70sborne mower andhay rake. aerfe. Xpply City JailerThomas Evitte..,
WANTED—Three neat appearing- .men as salesmen. Write W. T.Sumpter, at Princeton, Ky., ,for par-ticulars.
4 
LOST—On streets black umbrellawith white border: Re turn toRegister and get reward.
LUST-,-Elrown Collie medium sizesharp' pointed nose and a little ringv.hite around the neck the dogis a little shy in his actions. A re-
Wel of Plop for its return to Ameri-can Express company's °thee.
FOR SALE—Six floor
All French glass plate.





ROOM—Furnished room %%anted.within three blocks of Register office,.North of Broadv.-ay. C. care Register
LOST—bunch of keys Return tothilesedilieteated be rewarded.
Vlaptisest buring Four Weeks.The Old Mutual Life of New Yorksitikslujzipirtyn four weeks of Feb-ellatneflIg/tif,000,000 in round num-bers, in. death claims and matured en-dottrnestO to Policy holders. Notitbit cinlOany t an show a record ap-proaching this. In the two essentialpointt orteength, assets and surplusover 'all llii1ities, the Mutual Lifestan t. Doll&,eltpariment withYen,lnew or cheap but see,
'J. N. QUINN, Dist. Mgr.' 114 realetruly Building
NICE PROMOTION
MR. J. F. NICHOLSON MADE
ASSISTANT SUPERINTEND-
ENT OF OFFICE.
Carbondale Coal and Coke Company
Elected DIrectors and Officers—
Nance'e Place Completed. I
'liBer It Polk', A% ant Offer.We will for -a stert time make youpe,..akszen Platinum pienres mount-in nice Jokier, $ . This is theest offer ever made.by finy studio int is city. All' other photos at re-duced prices. Call at our studio and
see' ithitkike neve to offer before
milting any engagements with say
other studio.




syt ciger ann wife arrives yell-• ter. Cincinnati ahoard the
Gcorgeia Lee that left 'here last'
Mi. J. F. Nicholson of the Coen- -monwealth Life losurance Companyof Kentucky, has been promoted tothe position of aasistant superintend-ent for the local office maintrnaed bythe company, and out of which officamany solicitors work, under super-vision of Supt. I. Goldsmith.
Mr. Nicholson was for sevaralyears the leading local agent forStaaerat rinsur: ace companies and- al:waya comma. .1 a handsome pat-ronage. He aaat with the Com-monwealth less thhan one monthago, and they finding what a valu-able man they laul acquired, he wasauickly promoted to the assistantsuperintendevya' which is deserved,and a. sourae of satisfaction to hismany friends.
Coal Company Elects.The stockholders of the Carbon-dz.le Coal and Coke company, Tues-day held their annual election of&rectors, choosing William Katter-john. Robert Owen, J. Andy Bauer,Brae* Owen, William Marble ofPaducah, Samuel McAlfaltric ofPrinceton, Ky., and E. F. Einbiglerof New York. Mr. Katterjohn tookthe vacant directorship caused by thedeath of , his father-M.-law, the lateMr. George Rock. while Mr. RobertOwen took the place of Mr. MeAl-faltric of New York. After thedirectors were chosen, Mr. BrackOwen was elected president, treas-urer and general manager and Mr.Samuel MeAlfatric secretary. Thecompany operates coal mines atHamby Station, near DawsonSprings.
Quarters Completed.
Undertaker Guy Nance of SouthThird street hasAlte..; last of his fix-tures and stock installed, and nowhas one of Vifir nlrest arrangedestablishments in the city of Padu-cah.
NOW IN INFIRMARY
COLONEL J. L. KILGORE BE-







1 Young Lady Better.I Miss Blanche Mooney of 314North Fourth street, is some better. 1She has been confined with illnessfor several days past.
Lio not purge, but act gently
and thoroughly on ever
,





I. W. WALKER 4 CO.,IMMO. ,.
Druggists, Fifth and WWI&
Mr Jamie Parbon-of the pot Ticeone, rrs. force Is visiting in Clarksville, Tenn
•
Pitman Fined.
Yesterday Justice Jokti J. Illeicffhied the two vrarrants against Riley,Pitman, the, Illacksthith, one charg-ing him with. flourishing a revolverat Ed Garrett, and the other of usingabusive language towards his wife.In the latter watrant Pitman wasfined $to and costs, while that ac-using him of pointing his gun atGarrett was dismissed.
Pitman and wife have separatedand she is suing him for divorce.He saw Garrett taking her homefrom the carnival one night lastweek and raised trauble.
Mrs. Joseph Bell Taken to Dyers-
burg. on Account of Her Illness








The 500 club will meet wi:ii Mrs
Dr. Victor Voris of West Broadway,Saturday afternoon, instaad of thisafternoon.
Magazine Club..
Mrs. Saunders Fowler avid cuter-tam the Magazine dal) this afternoonat her home, "Edgewood" or. WestBroadway. It is ther.4mig meetingof this season, and. quotations from
1„Taines _Lane Allen milt As given_at.ermines, while papers 1 be pre-sented from &tibias's, Century,Cosmopolitan, Bookman, Booklovers,Everybody's and Literary Digest.
Sick Lady Taken Away.
hirr. Joseph' Bell was yesterdaytaken to her former home in Dyers-burg, Tenn., being accompanied thereby. tier brother, Mr. W. H. Joneserlur came up after her. Mrs. Belllost her husband last week, dying attheir home on Jones Street, and wasburied at Otak Grove cemetery. Sheis ill with typhoid fever, her condi-tion preventing her from attendingthe funeral of her husband. he wasmoved from her home to the depotin Undertaker Nance's private am-Lulance and placed aboard the train.
Afternoon at Cards.
Mrs. James M. Buckner will en-
tertain at cards the afternoon ofThursday, May 17th, at her home onriights and Jefferson streets, com-plimentary to her daughter, Mrs.Herman Nettleroth of Louisvillewho is visiting her.
Eagles' Smokes.
Last evening a large number ofthe Eagles enjoyed a pleasant smok-er at their lodge room building onEighth and Jefferson streets, corn-business session of the secret orderseveral candidates were initiated.The members completed' arrange-
ments before adjournment for their
lost annual excursion to Cairo nextSunday aboard the handsorne sit-3111-
er Louisiana.
Tint Possaposed.
The missionary tea for acel'piscopal church, has been post
poned from tomorrow, until theh fol-
lowing Friday afternoon.
Charming Reception.
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Ruth of
Kentucky avenue entertained a ith
a charming reception last evening,complimentary to Mr. Henry Rudy
and bride, nee Miss Louise Cox.
Marry at Nashville.
The Nashville (Tenn.) Banner ofMonday announces that Miss Anna-bel Smith and Mr. Harry F. Bring-hurst of that city, will marry June14th. The groom has many friendshere. His- brother, Mr. EdwardBringhurat, the shoe dealcr of thiscity will be best man at the nuptials.
Livingston County Coiaple. .
Miss Cora Jameson and ilia..Eris-tst Ray of the Bayou Mill, Living-ston county section. were marriedhere yesterday morning by Rev. C.E. Perryman at the latter's home,
424 South Ninth street. The couplewere accompanied by Miss AliceRay, sister of the grOoditi end 'Mr.
D. R. Nelson and wife
Paducahans Wed.
Miss Bessie Bahr and Mr. PercyProckman, were married yeateedayafternoon at 5 o'clock by Rev. PeterFields of the Third street Methodistchurch, in presence of a number offriends and the relatives. The con-tracting parties are popular youngpeople who go to Tuscaloosa, Ala.,to reside.
Selecting Invitation Canis.
Yesterday afternoon followingstudy hours, the members Of thisyear's graduating class of the highschool held a meeting for the pur-pose of selecting the invitation cardsfor the .commencement exercises inThe Kentucky next month. It wasdecided that a nicely engraved foldershould comprise the invitation on theback of which will be the classcolors, green and gold, while insidewill be the greeting on one sheet,and the names of all graduates upon




TO REMOVE FRECKLES AND
PIMPLES IN TEN DAYS, USE
The Complexion Beautifies.
Is guaranteed, andNadinola
it fails to removethe very worst cases and beautify thecempkzioa in tweedy days.
Ms. Edward Joan, of Moan Sterling,/Cantucky, writes,
• •ti ton it my duty to tett you the benefitItadinnts has lieon to we. I had sufferedutatillkl mortification with freckles, since chit*.il&ViIIIr used all the highly recom-mended creams and lotions, with muchhesitancy i bought your entire treatmentAlter giving it a fair trial I most heartilyremit:amend it, for it's worth las I'M bitPhi to sor WQMila has ina YawNadinola is the only thing I have _wrer_seedwith auosees. Your Nadine Pees Powder k*rand. Wishing you the deserrof1 esteem 1am stacerray."
Price 50 cents and $1.0k by leadingdruggists or mail. Prepared by the
Natioaal Toilet Co.. Parte. Titlissao
them struck off but have to bear thisextra expense themselves.
The musicale features of the com-mencement programme are now be-ing outlined under supervision ofMiss Ada Brazleton, and some veryentertaining :Lambert bang fiat=together. The outline will be com-pleted shortly.




-Mrs. W. A. Martin aud daughter,Miss Lizzie, have gone to Plano. Tex-as to spend the summer with theformer's mother, Mrs. Beverly.Mks. Bertha Harding and son, El-mo, of St. Louis, are visiting theformer's sister. Mrs. Robert Pattersonof West Jefferson street.
Mr. 0. C. Lasher, editor of theSmithland Banner, is in the city ac-companied by his wife.
Col. Wen. Howell, of Hopicinsville,ie in the city on bersiniese.
Referee E. W. Basetry, of the bank-rupt court, goes to Murray tomor--row to resume hearing exceptions inthe bankrupt proceeding of Will Her-res and company.
President William. Katterjoine ofthe Cedar Bluff quarries, arrivedhere last evening.
Hon. Hal S. Corbett has returnedfrom a business trip to Chicago.
Mr. Pat rialloran left yesterdaymorning for Memphis. Tenn, onbusiness.
Mr. R. G. Caldwell goes to Daw-son Springs 'today to spend a weekfor his health.
Mrs. John K. Hendrick returnedyesterday to Smithland, having comedown to see Viola Allen.
Miss Birdie Dollar of Princeton, isvisiting Misses Fannie and RellaColeman,
Mrs. Charles F. James yesterdayreturned to Evansville, Ind., after vis-iting her parents. Judge and We D.L. Sanders.
Mr. Eddie Epstein is here front'Louisville on business.
'Judge W. D. Greet has returned
from a business (rip to St. Louis.
Miss Angie Thomas baa returned
from visiting Mrs. W. K. Hall ofFulton. 
I tots. L R. Hogan, J. W. Jordan, Al-
len Kennedy R. G. Newsom, R. L.Persons desiring best service at l Rice, W. J. Shelton, J. S. Smite', W.card parties, suppers, etc., 'phone M. Woodflin, B. F. Jacobs and W.2,35a, DICK LOGAN. . P. Hot!.
"Padtt"Mtentral" Advancements.
RIVE'R RIPPLINGS. 
+ Mr. Edward Dugger, who has not+ yet oRnipleted laiVIOurae at Pathicali-
+ 
Cenffid, istielnesirleollege, has jest
4.44+1444440.-Helssfeleb4-1-1-1-444-4-3. been-,insitled9oy .elliat institution asstenSgrapiler Ifor iehe I. C. Ry., atEleventh and Broldway to succeed'alr. Marshall Jones, another 'Padu-cah-Central pupil, who has acceptedthe poPition of assistant steno-greptie*.141 'gest Kentucky CoatCo., at an advanced salary, where,








Louisville, 8.7, rising. ,
Mt. Carmel, 4.3, falling.
Nashville, 10.3, falling.
Pittsburg. 4.2, falling.
Davis Island Dam, 6.5, falling.St. Louis, 21.7, falling.




OMMIII••••.441he. g.)vernmalgt boat Golden"4. went to the Tennessee riverYfisterday, -
The Anna Russell ía here fromSt. Louis. it is the eerivxte pleasureyacht of Mr. Russell Gardner, themillionaire buggy man of that city.Yesterday afternoon the steamerC'ythP got out for the Tennessee riv-e, She remains up that. stream untilnext Mondry evening.
• The steamer Dic-k Fowler getsout for Cain.) this morning at eight&clock and comes back tonight abouteleven.
The Joe Fowler went to Evansvilleyesterday and Comes back tomorrow.'The John S. Hopkins comes in to-day from Evansville and gets out im-mediately on her return that way.•The Burtorff left yesterday forNashville and gets back here againnext Sunday,
The Kentucky come out of theTesillgssee river this morning and layher*imitil five &dodo Saturday after-noon before skipping away bn her re-turn trip.
The City of Saitillo yesterday pas-sed into the Tennessee river .fromSt. Louis. She comes out againabout Saturday.
The Peters Lee gets here tomorrowen route from Memphis to Cincin-nati.
The Georgia I.ee vitt here Satur-day on her way down from Cincin-nati to Memphis.
▪ li+4ttfWf,'fI$II$$I'*t 14
•C• LOCAL =WS IN BRIEF
41.4440+44444++4911.11.4444.4444.
—Refere-e E.. W. flashy of thebankrupt court, yesterday set Mayloth as the day when the first meet-ing ipflittfors will be hel4 in theHeItPsn traukrtiptcy pro•ceecitnk. he creditors are fuse nginto bankruptcy Douala,, who ran aretail grocery and saloon, until sev-eral weeks ago, on Soath Third nearTennessee SIM&
—This afterniren the gun clubI•olds its weekly meeting at the parkgrounds, and as prospects are forpietty weather.. quite ri crowd will'be out for the sport.
—Live coals from a bonfire, blewinto -the- osable behind the Cabellhome at 723 Madison street, yester-day and ignited the small structure,tea the departments quickly extin-geished the flame that did not domuch damage.
NEW PREACHERS.
Cusnberiand University at LebanornTurns Out Fifteen Graduates.
Lebanon. Tenn.. May oi—The the-ological departmentt of CtintberlandUniversity held its fifty-second annuel commencement exercises yester.
The commeneement sermon
*iideTivereJ by Dean J. R. HenryIksttday evening the degree of doctor
Of divinity was conferred on a elanor fifteen as follows:
G. L. Clark T. I.. Wear, W. t..
Wheeler, David Brown. C. E. Crest-
MAUR, [FINGER & CO.
130
Undertakers Nod Embalmers,
MTH THIRD ST. t PADUCAltRis
for one so young.
Country Store.
LasiAenhig voile-the final night theDaughters pf the Confederacy whohad eharge'eif the Cpuntry Store atthe carnival. '
The ladies cleskre that everybodyenthled th tmi e he 'was-attheir claims in orthe trophies canivirchot






THAT GRAM) OLD PLAY .
BENEFIT C7Iir
San Francisco Salterers
Special Scenery and Mectrical effects..
Matinee Prices: children roc.
Adults sic.
Night Micas; Entire Orchestra and'Balcony sae; Gallery s5 and 35c.
Seats on Sale Thnrsdby, 9. p. mu
C. MANNING SEARS, M. IL
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YouTwill have to buy more COA this seasan. -Why not buyirTRADEWA Eit„ COALSo you will know where to get the BEST COAL for NEXT WINTER?Lump 13c, Nut 12c. Both Telephones 2,64.Foot of
01110
Street.
irWest Kentoclq•
v a .
6.1•LIM am,
